Installation, Operation and
Maintenance Instructions.
STU wood-pellet fired hot water boiler (including MCP variants)
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IMPORTANT
These instructions should be read and understood before attempting to install, commission or operate this unit.
Material in this publication may not be reproduced without the company's written permission.
Hoval Limited, Northgate,Newark, Notts NG24 1JN Tel: 01636 593413 or 593435 Fax: 01636 673532
e-mail: service@hoval.co.uk or spares@hoval.co.uk
Website: www.hoval.co.uk
Hoval reserve the right to change specifications without notice.
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Introduction
These instructions have been written to give a brief description of the STU wood pellet boiler / stoker skid assemblies, their installation, commissioning, operation and subsequent maintenance.
Important!
The STU boiler, stoker, fuel handling equipment and fuel store are designed to be used ONLY with good quality Wood Pellet Fuel in accordance
with specifications as set out in Wood Fuel Specification (see page 5).
The installation of boilers and their ancillary equipment is normally carried out by the Heating Engineer, and for the purpose of this manual he is
regarded as the installer and as such, it is his responsibility to ensure that he has read and understood the contents of this manual before installing
the boiler.

It is essential that each boiler has all services connected to it before commissioning.
Hoval

The installation should be in accordance with current I.E.E. Regulations, relevant
British & European Standards and Codes of Practice, Building Regulations and Local Authority Bylaws.

Commissioning/Combustion Report

Hoval, or Hoval Approved Engineers would normally commission the boiler. Thereafter
Hoval recommended that any Biomass Combustion equipment should only be placed into
operation and maintained by suitably trained and authorised personnel. We would encourage the
Heating Engineer and / or the client or the client's plant operators to be present at the time of
commissioning as he / they can then be instructed on the day-to-day use and operation of the boiler. If this
is not possible, or additional training is required, this can be arranged through Hoval.
The boiler combustion figures are recorded at the time of commissioning, added to a report and a copy of this
will be issued for retention with this manual. We recommend that any information issued with the STU boiler
should be kept ready and available to the operators of the equipment.

A note should be entered below by the person responsible for the plant, giving the boiler model, output and serial number.
This information is shown on the boiler data plate.

For completion by Plantroom Attendant
Boiler Model:
Output (kW):

Fuel Supplier:

Serial No.:

Commissioning Date:

For technical, servicing or parts enquiries,
telephone, fax or e-mail Hoval
quoting the boiler(s) serial number, as above
Tel: (01636) 593413 or 593435 Fax: (01636) 673532
e-mail: service@hoval.co.uk or spares@hoval.co.uk
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Installation and Use
The installation of the boiler and stoker must be in accordance with the relevant British Standards, I.E.E. Regulations and the by laws of both the Local
Authority and the local Water Authorities.
A flat level fire proof floor should be provided - the location should permit the provision of a satisfactory flue system and adequate air supply.
The STU Wood Pellet Boiler is designed and approved for use as a heat generator for hot water heating systems with flow temperatures up to
85°C and a maximum working pressure of 3 bar. The boilers have been tested and certified by TÜV and they comply with the requirements of
the European standard for boilers for solid fuels BS EN 303-5 (Note: BS EN 303-5 is limited to boilers with outputs of 500kW or less, however for
outputs exceeding 500kW the boilers are tested using the procedures as set out in BS EN 303-5 and fully meet the required standard). The STU
boiler has an automated pellet delivery system and is not designed for "hand" or manual feeding of wood pellets under any circumstances. The STU
range of boilers are listed as Exempt Appliances under the UK Clean Air Act.

Sample nameplate

Hoval Limited, Northgate Newark. Notts NG24 1JN
Tel: 01636 672711 Fax: 01636 673532

A nameplate will be attached to one of the side casing panels of the
boiler. This plate includes the serial number identifying the boiler.

Boiler Model :
		
Type :		
Serial No :		
Year of Manufacture :		

STU WOOD PELLET
STU 975
STU TEST LABEL
2015

Output (wood pellets) :
		
975 kW
Input (wood pellets) :				
1083 kW
Maximum Heat Output :				
995 kW
Emission Limits (to EN305-5:1999) 		
Class 3
Flue Temp (wood pellets) :				
180oC
Wood Pellet Fuel Class:			
Class C to
EN14961-2 A1 Grade
		
Operating Temperature : Min 60 Deg C Max 85 Deg C		
		
Working Pressure :				
3.00 bar
Test Pressure :				
5.55 bar
Water Content : 			
2730 Litres
Electrical Connection : 			

3ph / 50Hz / 400V

This appliance must be installed in accordance with the rules in force and used
only in a sufficiently ventilated space. Consult instructions before installation and
use of this appliance.

“The Clean Air Act 1993 and Smoke Control Areas”
Under the Clean Air Act local authorities may declare the whole or part of the district of the authority to be a smoke control area. It is an offence to
emit smoke from a chimney of a building, from a furnace or from any fixed boiler if located in a designated smoke control area. It is also an offence
to acquire an "unauthorised fuel" for use within a smoke control area unless it is used in an "exempt"appliance ("exempted" from the controls which
generally apply in the smoke control area).
The Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs has powers under the Act to authorise smokeless fuels or exempt
appliances for use in smoke control areas in England. In Scotland and Wales this power rests with Ministers in the devolved
administrations for those countries. Separate legislation, the Clean Air (Northern Ireland) Order 1981, applies in Northern Ireland. Therefore it is a
requirement that fuels burnt or obtained for use in smoke control areas have been "authorised" in Regulations and that appliances used to burn solid
fuel in those areas (other than "authorised" fuels) have been exempted by an Order made and signed by the Secretary of State or Minister in the
devolved administrations.
Further information on the requirements of the Clean Air Act can be found here : http://smokecontrol.defra.gov.uk/
Your local authority is responsible for implementing the Clean Air Act 1993 including designation and supervision of smoke control areas and you
can contact them for details of Clean Air Act requirements.
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Fuel Quality Requirement
Wood Pellet Fuel Quality
The operating performance of the boiler, stoker, pellet handling system and store is dependent on using the correct quality wood pellet fuel and can
be materially affected by the quality of the wood pellet fuel used.

The boiler warranty is conditional on the correct fuel quality being used and maintained. The wood pellets shall meet the requirements of fuel
specification of EN 14961-2 Grade A1 (see below) and the fuel supplier should be registered on the ENplusA1 pellet certification scheme.

EnplusA1 wood pellet certification ensures that the fuel supplier concerned will have quality control, and quality assurance procedures that include
the entire supply chain of the wood fuel - from production through to the delivery to the site.

All of the biomass boilers Hoval supply are tested with wood pellet fuel that carry this certification and therefore any operational or technical
information supplied is based on the use of this fuel quality within the boiler.

Any fuel supplied and used in the boiler that does not meet the above conditions will invalidate the warranty for the equipment Hoval supply.
Outside the warranty period any fuel used in the boiler that does not meet the conditions outlined above may have a negative impact on the boiler
performance and may lead to additional intervention and maintenance.

As indicated any wood pellets used in the boiler should be as per the specification set out in EN14961-2 A1 grade. They should be formed from
a clean or virgin timber source and should be held together with only natural resin and binders within the wood fuel. The fuel MUST NOT contain
halogenated organic compounds or heavy metals as a result of treatment with wood preservatives or coating.

Wood pellets that meet the above criteria will have the following properties (on an As Received basis - unless otherwise stated)

Origin and Source
Moisture Content M10
Ash Content A0.7
Size D06,
Pellet Length
Fines F1.0
Sulphur S0.03
Mechanical Durability DU97.5
Calorific Value net basis Q16.5
Bulk Density BD600
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Timber source will be clearly labelled in delivery notes/bags.
Moisture content is no more than 10% by weight.
Ash content is no more than 0.7% by weight (on a dry basis).
Pellet diameter 6mm (8mm is acceptable).
Pellet length ≤ 40mm.
As loaded into the delivery vehicle fines (≤3.15 mm sized
material) no more than 1% by weight.
Sulphur content no more than 0.03% by weight.
Durability ≥97.5 % by weight.
net Calorific Value ≥ 16.5 MJ/kg (or 4.6 kWh/kg) and ≤19 MJ/kg
(or 5.3kWh/kg).		
Bulk density > 600 kg/m3
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Boiler Delivery, Offloading and Storage
Boiler skids and associated equipment are normally delivered by our own transport on a mutually agreed date. All boiler skids can be off-loaded by
the crane lorry if specifically booked at the time of ordering. Adequate lifting points are provided on the boiler skid.
The skid mounted boiler and stoker are normally delivered pre-wired and hydraulically tested. This reduces the time required on site to complete the
installation. A flow connection stool piece is fitted to each boiler which can be supplied loose if required to reduce overall skid height. For other restricted
access situations it is possible for the skid assembly to be split down for re-assembly following taking-in and positioning within the plantroom by others.
This requirement must be advised prior to receipt of an order and will require a seperate site visit to carry out re-assembly.
Where skid mounted delivery is not possible (such as wall mounted control panel situations) site installation,work and the associated cost will be
offered on a case by case basis.
Where specified any pellet store may be supplied separate to that of the boiler.
On delivery the installer should check all items against the delivery note and should then store them in a safe secure dry place.
(There may be small items such as cleaning tools which are transported in the boiler combustion chamber. These should be removed and also stored
in a safe place).

Description and Technical Performance of the STU Wood Pellet Boiler
Applications
These boilers are intended for heating commercial and industrial premises within the limits of temperature and pressure stated within this manual. They
may also be used to supply DHW to such premises in conjunction with an indirect calorifiers.
General Details
Based on Hoval's well-established ST design the STU Wood Pellet boiler is a welded steel boiler complete with a matched pellet stoker, designed to
operate with wood pellet fuel. As standard the stoker is supplied with a hot air gun ignition system for lighting of the fuel bed.
The boiler comprises of a welded steel shell with a water jacket surrounding an oval combustion chamber and a single bank of smoke tubes.
STU Wood Pellet boilers are offered in outputs from 195 to 1000kW for heating only, the standard version available for operating pressures of up to
3 bar and temperatures of 85oC.
Manufactured in the UK under ISO 9001:2008 Quality Management System.
The STU has been designed with generous water content and good natural circulation is achieved through the boiler with wide unrestricted waterways
and optimum location of the flow and return connections.
Boiler Door Hinging can be either side (standard is right hand side).
Inclusions
Supplied & fitted by Hoval (during manufacture): models (195-350)
1. Modulating sensor, control and limit stats
2. Forced draught (FD) and induced draught (ID) fans
3. Inverter drive units for stoker pellet feed auger(s) and fan motors
4. Hot air gun ignition system
5. ID fan door Interlock
6. Oxygen lambda sensor
7. Stoker & transfer box with twin proximity sensors
8. Motorised De-ash facility including ash storage bin (option)
9. Assembly of fuel transfer and stoking system onto the boiler skid (option)
10. Motorised RAS51 burn back protection damper - this will be fitted between the pick-up auger (from the fuel store) & 		
the conveyor auger transfer box
11. Thermal insulation and cladding sheets
12. Burn back water dump device & temperature sensor
13. Motorised ID fan damper assembly
14. Wiring between control panel & associated skid-mounted motors, sensors and safety devices.
15. Control panel typical size 1000W x 1200H x 300D mm (double door), although this may vary for a particular project
16. Boiler Temperature gauge
17. Boiler safety valve
18. Boiler drain valves (x 2)
19. Boiler automatic air vent
20. Return connections flanged common inlet header
21. Thermal safety overload heat exchanger c/w thermostatic control valve
22. Combustion chamber and flue gas thermocouples
23. Three buffer vessel temperature sensors and pockets.
Note: Models (425-1000) are supplied with an interconnecting modular twin cyclone unit and floor-mounted induced draught fan and motorised damper
assembly. Please see important exclusion number 10 on page 7. For compliance with the Medium Combustion Plant Directive (MCPD), models
STU 975 & 1000 must be fitted with a twin ceramic filter arrangement as shown on page 61 of this manual.
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Description and Technical Performance
Loose items generally supplied by Hoval, to be fitted on site by others between the boiler and the buffer vessel in 		
accordance with Hoval’s standard schematic
1. An in-line, 3 phase type fixed speed boiler circulating pump, supplied loose for fitting & wiring to the boiler control panel by the 		
installer. The pump is sized to suit 82/71°C operating conditions and is only suitable for a close-coupled STU boiler and buffer vessel 		
arrangement. Maximum allowable resistance for the boiler, buffer vessel and associated interconnecting pipe work is 50kPa.
2.Motorised back-end protection valve, supplied loose for fitting and wiring to the boiler control panel by the installer.
Optional Fuel store and Fuel Pick-up arrangement
Exclusions
1. A suitable isolated three phase electrical supply
2. Boiler flow and return isolating valves.
3. All necessary pipe work and valves (e.g. non-return/isolating) between the boiler flow connection and buffer vessel, and the pipe work
between the buffer vessel and the return connection header on the boiler.
4. Wiring from the buffer vessel sensors back to the boiler control panel.
5. Thermal Safety Overload - thermal safety heat exchanger connections c/w thermostatic control valve connection (3/4”) to be connected to
a suitable cold water mains supply and taken to a drain (via tundish) by others.
6. Condense drain pipe from boiler smoke box including water trap needs to be piped to drain by contractor
7. Other items of equipment not pre-wired unless by prior agreement.
8. Buffer vessel automatic air vent and drain valve.
9. Boiler safety valve discharge pipe work
10. Positioning of the modular twin cyclone/ induced draught fan & motorised damper assembly together with the supply and 		
fitting of interconnecting flue ductwork and electrical wiring.
11. Pressure limiter (in accordance with BS EN12828 clause 4.6.2.2.2 – Heating Systems in Buildings).For STU models 350-1000, each
boiler should have an associated pressure limiter device fitted in the system pipe work, as close as possible to the boiler itself (provided by the
installer, not supplied, fitted or wired by Hoval). If the operating pressure of the heating system exceeds the given pressure limit, or in the
case of auxiliary power interruption, the pressure limiter shall shut off the heating equipment and interlock it against restarting. The pressure
limiter shall be adjusted so that it responds before the safety valve(s) operate.
12. Adequate doors should be provided in flues and chimneys for cleaning and inspection purposes. This is particularly important on any
horizontal section. The flue must include a combined pressure relief/draught stabiliser fitted adjacent to the boiler flue connection (not supplied
or fitted by Hoval).
13. Pipe work and electrical wiring, other than supplied with skid assembly.
14. Wall mounting of the boiler control panel within the plant room and the associated wiring back to the skid assembly.
15. Any other electrical work/materials for plant room.
16. Building and/or civil engineering works, including foundations and boiler plinth.
17. Cutting or making good roofs, walls, structure, etc.
18. Modifications to existing plant unless otherwise stated.			
19. Provision of additional pockets for thermostats, sensors, etc.
20. Lifting gear for erection purposes.
21. Rough labour.
22. Site painting.
23. Water treatment.
24. All fuel used during commissioning.
An Energy Heat Meter kit is required to comply with the Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI) metering requirements.This is available as an
optional item at the time of purchasing the boiler.
This equipment will provide metered readings of actual and cumulative kWh generated by the STU boiler. The kit comprises a calibrated in-line
water flow meter, flow and return temperature monitoring sensors with ½ pockets and a multifunction calibrated integrator unit with a digital
display. The intergrator unit is mounted on the side of the boiler control panel and provided with a 24VDC power supply. The water flow meter
and temperature sensors are, however, supplied loose for fitting and wiring by the installer. The water flow meter should be installed in the
return pipe work adjacent to the boiler, but must be positioned to ensure there are at least three straight lengths of pipe diameter either side of
the meter to guarantee accuracy. All items are supplied with factory calibration certificates.
A 10 metre long signal cable is fitted to both the water flow meter and the flow and return sensors, to connect back to the integrator unit. To
avoid issues with poor signalling these cables should not be extended and if necessary the integrator unit should be re-located closer to the
meter/sensors to avoid this. (not by Hoval)
This equipment fully complies withe the class 2 requirements of the measuring instrument directive 2004(Annex MI-004).
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Boiler and Stoker Skid Detail
Each boiler is supplied with a fully integrated pellet burning stoker. This comprises of combustion retort(s), modulating fuel feed via a
conveyor auger(s), a transfer box, fully modulating forced draught (FD) and induced draught (ID) fans, lambda (oxygen) and combustion
chamber temperature control. The transfer box is integrated with a bulk pellet fuel store via an arrangement of pick-up auger(s). An
isolating safety damper is mounted at the inlet to the transfer box. The stoker is arranged to deliver fuel into the rear of the boiler, the
pick-up arrangement being designed to suit specific site requirements.

COMBUSTION CHAMBER
PRESSURE SWITCH

BOILER
DOOR
MICROSWITCH

I.D FAN
MOTORISED DAMPER

I.D
FAN

CONTROL
PANEL

Hoval
STU
PICK-UP
MOTOR
ASSEMBLY

BURNBACK
PROTECTION
MOTORISED
DAMPER

SIGHT
GLASS

PELLET
LEVEL
PROXIMITY
SENSORS

WATER DUMP

PELLET
RETORT

STOKER
CONVEYOR AUGER

DE-ASH
COLLECTION BIN

BURNBACK
TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

HOT AIR
IGNITION GUN

TEMP. SENSOR
TEMQ. FOR
WATER DUMP DEVICE

F.D COMBUSTION
FAN

TRANSFER
BOX

COMBUSTION
CHAMBER THERMOCOUPLE

Model shown is the STU 195350 type.
The stoker connects the boiler and the bulk pellet store via the transfer box. Wood pellet is collected at the outlet of the store and moved
to the transfer box via a pick-up auger arrangement (this could be a solid auger or a flexible centre-less auger or a combination of both)
and then delivered into the retort within the boiler via a conveyor auger.
During normal operation the stoker automatically adjusts the fuel feed rate to match the boiler load. Continuous O2 monitoring of the flue
gases ensures close combustion control as the air supply is adjusted to match the fuel feed.
Once enabled the boiler is designed to fire automatically and shut down once the enable signal is removed or flow temperature is satisfied.
Boiler operation would normally be in conjunction with an associated thermal store or buffer.
An optional motorised de-ashing auger can be mounted across the width of the boiler to assist with ash removal from the boiler into an
adjacent sealed bin.
The boiler is complete with a display screen indicating boiler status, and various operating conditions, including flow and return temperature,
combustion chamber and flue gas temperature and O2 readings along with an accumulated kWh output.
The stoker safety features include a motorised safety damper mounted at the inlet of the transfer box, which is only open when the conveyor
auger is in operation; close control of the level of the pellets in the transfer box – to form a natural break in the fuel supply; two separate
burn back devices mounted on the conveyor to react to any overheat conditions; one of which operates directly under the control of the
stoker to correct any burn-back; one of which is independent of the stoker control (and power) which is fitted with a water dousing device.
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Technical Data
STU Wood-Pellet Boiler
STU Model
• Output Maximum

kW

• Output Minimum

kW

Nominal Output

kW
%

• Full Load (nominal Output) Efficiency nCV 5
• Part Load Efficiency nCV

5

195

200

250

300

350

425

500

600

800

975*

1000*

195

200

250

300

350

425

500

600

800

975

1085

98

98

125

120

140

170

200

200

280

325

322

195

200

250

300

350

425

500

600

800

975

1000

91.3

91.2

91.1

90.9

90.7

90.0

89.2

90.1

91.8

93.3

93.5

%

92.2

92.2

91.6

91.0

90.4

91.0

91.5

91.6

91.6

91.7

91.7

• Flue Gas Temperature Nominal Output

°C

175

176

174

172

171

158

145

144

141

139

138

• Flue Gas Temperature Min. Output

°C

96

96

97

99

100

84

67

69

74

76

78

• Full Load Carbon Dioxide

%

11.9

11.9

12.3

12.8

13.2

13.8

14.4

14.5

14.7

14.8

14.9

Nm3/h

400

420

555

660

821

936

1100

1300

1719

2150

2311

• Diameter

mm

6-8

6-8

6-8

6-8

6-8

6-8

6-8

6-8

6-8

6-8

6-8

• Length

mm

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

20

• Consumption at Nominal Output

kg/h

45

46

58

69

86

98

115

136

180

225

242

°C

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

85

• Minimum Boiler Return Temperature

°C

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

60

• Operating Pressure

bar

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

• Test Pressure

bar

5.55

5.55

5.55

5.55

5.55

5.55

5.55

5.55

5.55

5.55

5.55

• Hydraulic Resistance at 82/71°C

kPa

0.9

0.9

1.5

2.1

2.1

2.7

3.7

5.3

5.9

5.8

6.1

l/s

4.2

4.2

5.4

6.5

8.2

9.2

10.9

13.0

17.4

21.2

21.7

kPa

0.27

0.27

0.4

0.6

0.6

0.8

1.1

1.6

1.8

1.7

1.9

l/s

2.3

2.3

3.0

3.6

4.5

5.1

6.0

7.2

9.6

11.6

11.9

• Flue Gas Volume(@10% 02) 1
Pellets

2

• Maximum Operating Temperature

• Water Flow Rate 82/71°C
• Hydraulic Resistance at 80/60°C
• Water Flow Rate 80/60°C
• Dry Weight (of boiler skid assembly)
• Boiler water content
• Flue Connection ID

3

• Min Buoyancy Required at outlet
• Electrical Supply 4

kg

4000

4050

4100

5200

5300

5400

5450

7000

10300

11000

11000

litres

625

625

795

1110

1110

1070

1475

1460

2595

2730

2730

mm

250

250

250

250

250-300

300

300

350

350-400

350-400

350-400

Pa

10-15

10-15

10-15

10-15

10-15

10-15

10-15

ph/v/Hz 3/400/50 3/400/50 3/400/50 3/400/50 3/400/50 3/400/50 3/400/50

10-15

10-15

10-15

10-15

3/400/50

3/400/50

3/400/50

3/400/50

Indicative emissions at nominal Load
• Particulate Corrected 10% O2
(standard STU boiler)

g/GJ

<30

<30

<30

<30

<30

<30

<30

<30

<30

<30

<30

• Mass flow for above option

<g/s

0.0079

0.0079

0.0098

0.0116

0.0145

0.0165

0.0194

0.0197

0.0261

0.0326

0.0351

• Particulate Corrected 10% O2
(STU boiler with CF biomass filter unit)

g/GJ

<3

<3

<3

<3

<3

<3

<3

<3

<3

<3

<3

• Mass flow for above option

<g/s

0.0006

0.0006

0.0008

0.0009

0.0011

0.0013

0.0015

0.0018

0.0024

0.003

0.0032

• NOx
• NOx Mass flow

mg/MJ

68

68

72

76

80

78

75

82

90

94

97

g/s

0.0153

0.0153

0.0203

0.0255

0.0335

0.0372

0.0420

0.0543

0.0789

0.1030

0.1143

1

Under typical combustion conditions at nominal output.

2

Assumed moisture content 10%, nCV 4.83 kWh/Kg.

3

Suggested flue diameter - ID fan has Rectangular section - actual can depend on flue route. Figures indicated deliver efflux velocities 5-7 m/s at full load.

4

STU 195-600 (32 Amp 400V three phase + neutral), STU 800-1000 (63 Amp 400V three phase + neutral) supply required to the boiler control panel.

5

Efficiency in accordance with EN303-5

Notes: Some overrun or heat dissipation via the system pump may be required following each operating period. This will be
determined at the time of commissioning.
* For compliance with the Medium Combustion Plant Directive (MCPD), models STU 975 & 1000 must be fitted with a ceramic filter
arrangement as shown on page 61 of this manual.
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Dimensions and Technical Information STU (195 - 350)

1

3

5

23

11

10

J
H
M

L

Hoval
STU
350
STU 195
195 --600

16

24
18
15

TO FLOOR LEVEL

14

30

26

17

1800

20

25
Typical pick-up auger
to silo or bunker.

13

Opening for stoker
auger withdrawal
min 200mm diameter

JACKING
POINT

6

22

7

27

159

19 21

12

9

Wall

31

Min 400

A

O

JACKING
POINT

500

1000
ACCESS MIN

E

JACKING
POINT

MIN WITHDRAWAL
DISTANCE

1000

300

N

150

K

8

6

2

C
4
29

G
28

F
D
E (minimum width)
B
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Dimensions and Technical Information STU (195 - 350)
STU Boiler

195		
200

250

300

350

A (mm)

3750		

3750

3750

4715

4715

B (mm)

2432		

2432

2432

2432

2432

C (mm)

2250		

2250

2250

2250

2250

D (mm)

1200		

1200

1200

1200

1200

E (mm)

1300		

1300

1300

1300

1300

F (mm)

600		

600

600

600

600

Dimensions:

G (mm)

855		

855

855

855

855

H (mm)

2014		

2017

2535

2535

2535

J

(mm)

2116		

2116

2643

2643

2643

K (mm)

115		

115

165

165

165

L (mm)

1714		

1714

1759

1759

1759

M (mm)

394		

394

394

394

394

N (mm)

998		

998

1700

1700

1700

O (mm)

1254		

1254

1650

1650

1650

1 Flow (PN6)

DN80		

DN80

DN80

DN80

DN80

2 Return header (PN6)

DN80		

DN80

DN80

DN80

DN80

G2ײ

G2ײ

G2ײ

2xG1.1/2

2xG1.1/2

2xG1.1/2

2xG1.1/2

2xG1.1/2

5 Stat pockets (BSP)

G1/2"		

G1/2"

G1/2"

G1/2"

G1/2”

6 Pressure switch (BSP)

R3/4"		

R3/4"

R3/4"

R3/4"

R3/4”

7 Smoke box drain (mm)

Connections:

3 Safety valve (BSP)
4 Drain (BSP)

G2		ײ

G3/4"		

G3/4"

G3/4"

G3/4"

G3/4”

8 Delivery auger (mm)

100		

100

100

100

100

9 Damper assembly (mm)

150		

200

200

200

200

10 ID inlet fan (mm)

200		

200

200

200

200

Halifax fan No
ID fan outlet (mm)

12		
172x191

Key:
1 Flow connection stool piece fitted with
modulating sensor and thermostats
2 Return connection common inlet header
3 Safety valve (excludes discharge
pipework)
4 Valved drain connections
5 Automatic air vent
6 Combustion chamber pressure switch
connection
7 Combustion chamber temperature sensor
8 Smoke box condensate drain
9 Conveyor auger
10 Motorised ID damper assembly

12

12

12

12

172x191

172x191

172x191

172X191

11 ID fan
12 FD fan
13 Wood pellet transfer box with two
proximity level sensors
14 Temperature gauge
15 Sight glass assembly
16 Lambda oxygen sensor fitted into ID fan
casing
17 Flue gas temperature sensor
18 Smokebox cleaning doors (one either
side)
19 Burn back thermostat
20 Burn back water dump device
21 Temp sensor for water dump device

Notes: • Thermal safety heat exchanger connections (item 23 above) c/w
thermostatic control valve connection (3/4”) to be connected to a cold water
mains supply. Drain pipework (by others) to be run via a tundish to drain.
• Smokebox condensate drain pipework with trap (by others) to be run via a
tundish to drain.
• Control panel size indicated is typical. It may change and should be
checked on a site by site basis.

4214764/03 - 08/18

22 Electric ignition gun mounted in the side.
23 Thermal safety overload heat exchanger
and thermostatic control valve
24 Boiler door microswitch
25 Motorised burnback protection damper
26 Pick-up auger drive motor
27 Combustion chamber pressure switch
28 Assisted de-ash auger drive motor
29 Ash collection bin
30 Control panel, typical size
1000mm W x 1200mm H x 300mm D
31 Steel skid base frame

A three phase + neutral 32A
400V supply is required for
the control panel operation.
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Dimensions and Technical Information Boiler Only STU (425 - 600)

1

5

3

19

J
H
L
12
1000

Hoval

14

13

16

K

20

26

TO FLOOR LEVEL

STU 425 - 600

22

1800

21
Typical pick-up auger
to silo or bunker.

11

Opening for stoker
auger withdrawal
min 200mm diameter

JACKING
POINT

6

18

15

23

7

159

17 10

9

Wall

27

A

N

Min 400

JACKING
POINT

1000

500

JACKING
POINT

150

E

MIN WITHDRAWAL
DISTANCE

300

M

8

6

2

C
4
29

G
24

F
D
E (minimum width)
B
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Dimensions and Technical Information STU (425 - 600)
STU Boiler		

425

500

600

Dimensions:
A		

(mm)

4715

4715

5183

B		

(mm)

2432

2432

2432

C		

(mm)

2250

2250

2520

D		

(mm)

1200

1200

1200

E		

(mm)

1300

1300

1300

F		

(mm)

600

600

600

G		

(mm)

855

855

830

H		

(mm)

2535

2535

3093

J		

(mm)

2665

2665

3125

K		

(mm)

1516

1516

1682

L		

(mm)

394

394

434

M

(mm)

1700

1700

1700

N		

(mm)

1650

1650

2030

						
Connections:				
1

Flow

(PN6)

DN80

DN80

DN80

2

Return header

(PN6)

DN80

DN80

DN80

3

Safety valve

(BSP)

G2”

G2”

G2”

4

Drain

(BSP)

2xG1.1/2

2xG1.1/2

2xG1.1/2

5

Stat pockets

(BSP)

G1/2”

G1/2”

G1/2”

6

Pressure switch

(BSP)

R3/4”

R3/4”

R3/4”

7

Smoke box drain

(mm)

G3/4”

G3/4”

G3/4”

8

Conveyor auger

(mm)

125

125

125

Key:
1 Flow connection stool piece fitted with
modulating sensor and thermostats
2 Return connection common inlet header
3 Safety valve (excludes discharge
pipework)
4 Valved drain connections
5 Automatic air vent
6 Combustion chamber pressure switch
connection
7 Combustion chamber temperature sensor
8 Smoke box condensate drain
9 Twin conveyor auger
10 FD fan
11 Wood pellet transfer box with two proximity
level sensors
12 Temperature gauge
13 Sight glass assembly
14 Smokebox cleaning doors (one either side)
15 Burn back thermostat (x2)
16 Burn back water dump device (x2)
17 Temp sensor for water dump device (x2)
18 Electric ignition gun either side of the boiler
(one per retort)
19 Thermal safety overload heat exchanger
and thermostatic control valve
20 Boiler door microswitch
21 Motorised burnback protection damper
22 Pick-up auger drive motor
23 Combustion chamber pressure switch
24 Assisted de-ash auger drive motor
25 Ash collection bin
26 Control panel, typical size
1000mm W x 1200mm H x 300mm D
27 Steel skid base frame
28 Lambda oxygen sensor
29 Flue gas temperature sensor

							

Notes: •
		
•
•

Thermal safety heat exchanger connections (item 19 above) c/w thermostatic control valve connection (3/4”)
to be connected to a cold water mains supply. Drain pipework (by others) to be run via a tundish to drain.
Smokebox condensate drain pipework with trap (by others) to be run via a tundish to drain.
Control panel size may change and should be checked on a site by site basis.

A three phase + neutral 63A
400V supply is required for
the control panel operation.
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Dimensions and Technical Information Boiler Only STU (800 - 1000)

1

3

5

19

J
H
L
12

L

STU 800 - 1000
20
14

TO FLOOR LEVEL

28 29

Hoval

26

22
13

16

1800
21
Typical pick-up auger
to silo or bunker.

11
JACKING
POINT

Opening for stoker
auger withdrawal
min 200mm diameter

6

18

7

15

23

159

17 10

9

Wall

27

Min 400

A

N

JACKING
POINT

M
13

500

JACKING
POINT

150

E

1000
ACCESS MIN

1000

MIN WITHDRAWAL
DISTANCE

300

15

8

6
2

C
4

25

G
24

F
D
E (minimum width)
B
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Dimensions and Technical Information STU (800 - 1000)
STU Boiler		

800

975

1000

Dimensions:
A		

(mm)

5464

5771

5771

B		

(mm)

2782

2782

2782

C		

(mm)

2940

3122

3122

D		

(mm)

1540

1540

1540

E		

(mm)

1640

1640

1640

F		

(mm)

770

770

770

G		

(mm)

760

873

873

H		

(mm)

3633

3838

3838

J		

(mm)

3368

3516

3516

K		

(mm)

1890

2070

2070

L		

(mm)

613

613

613

M		

(mm)

2490

2640

2640

N		

(mm)

2030

2030

2030

(PN6)

DN125

DN150

DN150

2 Return header (PN6)

DN125

DN150

DN150

G2"

G2ײ

Connections:
1 Flow
3 Safety valve

(BSP)

4 Drain

(BSP)

5 Stat pockets

G2

ײ

2xG1.1/2 2xG1.1/2 2xG1.1/2

(BSP)

G1/2"

G1/2"

G1/2"

6 Pressure switch(BSP)

R3/4"

R3/4"

R3/4"

7 Smoke box drain(mm)

G3/4"

G3/4"

G3/4"

8 Conveyor auger (mm)

125

125

125

Notes: •
		
•
•

Key:
1 Flow connection stool piece fitted with
modulating sensor and thermostats
2 Return connection common inlet header
3 Safety valve (excludes discharge
pipework)
4 Valved drain connections
5 Automatic air vent
6 Combustion chamber pressure switch
connection
7 Combustion chamber temperature sensor
8 Smoke box condensate drain
9 Twin conveyor auger
10 FD fan
11 Wood pellet transfer box with two proximity
level sensors
12 Temperature gauge
13 Sight glass assembly
14 Smokebox cleaning doors (one either side)
15 Burn back thermostat (x2)
16 Burn back water dump device (x2)
17 Temp sensor for water dump device (x2)
18 Electric ignition gun either side of the boiler
(one per retort)
19 Thermal safety overload heat exchanger
and thermostatic control valve
20 Boiler door microswitch
21 Motorised burnback protection damper
22 Pick-up auger drive motor
23 Combustion chamber pressure switch
24 Assisted de-ash auger drive motor
25 Ash collection bin
26 Control panel, typical size
1000mm W x 1200mm H x 300mm D
27 Steel skid base frame
28 Lambda oxygen sensor
29 Flue gas temperature sensor

Thermal safety heat exchanger connections (item 19 above) c/w thermostatic control valve connection (3/4”)
to be connected to a cold water mains supply. Drain pipework (by others) to be run via a tundish to drain.
Smokebox condensate drain pipework with trap (by others) to be run via a tundish to drain.
Control panel size may change and should be checked on a site by site basis.

A three phase + neutral 63A
400V supply is required for
the control panel operation.
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Dimensions and Technical Information STU (425 - 600) With Cylclone
Modular Twin Cyclone unit supplied with the STU 425, STU 500 and the STU 600 boilers, along with floor mounted induced draught fan. The unit
and ID fan should be mounted adjacent to (alongside or at the rear) of the boiler to suit specific plant room layout. Hatched ducting NOT by Hoval.
Easy radius bends should be used.

203

Hoval

Fluing to chimney

STU 425 - 600

Motorised
damper

Control panel
& Stoker
omitted
for
Control
panel
Motorised
clarity

SIDE ELEVATION

Dust Collection
system

VIEW ON OUTLET

damper

Cyclone Assembly

Control panel
omitted for
clarity

Side Elevation

Induced
Draught Fan
Assembly

Dust collection
system

View on Outlet

Cyclone assembly
Induced
draught fan
assembly

Ø305
D

350

Lambda oxygen sensor

E
152 x 318
Note : D-E transition piece Ø305 shown
is minimum. For most flue systems
expansion to Ø350 or Ø400 would be
more suitable

PLAN VIEW

Plan View

A

A
F

F

B

B

Twin Cyclone unit

Outlet
duct

Removable dust collection bag (x2)

Notes:

E

E

D
500

500

CG
DC

G

Inlet
duct

425

500

600

A

(mm)

1058

1146

1227

B

(mm)

592

631

672

C

(mm)

1768

1768

2050

D

(mm)

1663

1652

1936

E

(mm)

1998

1998

2294

F

(mm)

603

628

685

G

(mm)

2292

2292

2583

Inlet Duct

(mm)

162x175

176x192

198x216

Outlet Duct

(mm)

202 I/D

202 I/D

202 I/D

140

140

Empty weight

(kg)

Induced
draught fan
assembly
weight

(kg)

140

The particulate matter collected in the cyclone bags contains heavy metals and must be correctly disposed.
Twin Cyclone not required if these boilers are fitted with an optional CF Biomass Filter unit.
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Dimensions and Technical Information STU (800 - 1000) With Cyclone

Fluing to chimney

Modular Twin Cyclone unit supplied with the STU800, STU975 and the STU1000 boilers, along with floor mounted induced draught fan. The unit
and ID fan should be mounted adjacent to (alongside or at the rear) of the boiler to suit specific plant room layout. Hatched ducting NOT by Hoval.
Easy radius bends should be used.

Hoval

STU Cyclone

Hoval
Fluing to chimney

STU 800 - 1000

Motorised
damper

Control panel
omitted for
clarity

SIDE ELEVATION

Dust collection
system

VIEW ON OUTLET

Motorised

damper
Cyclone assembly

Induced
draught fan
assembly

Control panel
omitted for
clarity

Side Elevation

Dust collection
system

View on Outlet

Lambda oxygen sensor

Cyclone assembly
Induced
draught fan
assembly

350
E

500

PLAN VIEW

152 x 318

A
A
B To PDF.pc3
s\ukdegb\Desktop\Skids2 ved.dwg,
20/09/2013 11:47:33,BDWG
F
Plan View

Outlet
duct

E

E
500

500

Removable dust collection bag (x2)

800

975 / 1000*

A

(mm)

1389

1439

B

(mm)

744

768

C

(mm)

2368

1540

D

(mm)

2227

2422

E

(mm)

2615

2872

F

(mm)

900

950

G

(mm)

2742

3024

Inlet Duct

(mm)

228x248

238x256

Outlet Duct

D

C
G
D
C

G

Note : D-E transition piece Ø305 shown
is minimum. For most flue systems
expansion to Ø350 or Ø400 would be
more suitable

Twin Cyclone unit

F

Inlet
duct

Notes:

D

300

Lambda oxygen sensor

Ø305

(mm)

254 I/D

305 I/D

Empty weight

(kg)

325

353

Induced
draught fan
assembly
weight

(kg)

210

210

The particulate matter collected in the cyclone bags contains heavy metals and must be correctly disposed.
Twin Cyclone not required if these boilers are fitted with an optional CF Biomass Filter unit.

		 * For compliance with the Medium Combustion Plant Directive (MCPD), models STU 975 & 1000 must be fitted with a
		 ceramic filter arrangement as shown on page 61 of this manual.
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Design Guidelines
General
The Hoval STU Wood Pellet Boiler has been designed to deliver the most flexible Biomass solution.
However as a solid fuel fired appliance the boiler must be integrated with a bulk pellet fuel store to deliver the most effective design or solution.
Therefore the design of the store and the connecting automatic pellet feed system should be considered at an early stage in the proposed installation
of the STU wood pellet boiler.
In addition in common with all solid fuel fired boilers optimum combustion conditions are achieved when the boilers are allowed to fire as continuously
as possible. The STU combustion system allows some turndown but it is important that the model selected matches the anticipated load likely to be
placed on the boiler such that excessive on/off cycling is avoided. In particular consideration should be given to likely seasonal variation when applying
the equipment to a space heating application.
The inclusion of a buffer vessel in the system design will reduce boiler cycling and allow more continuous operation. Alternatively optimised boiler size
matching or a cascade of boilers should be considered to deliver the required turndown.
Hoval can offer a suitably sized buffer or storage vessel to match installed boiler output to anticipated loading.

Fuel Storage
With regard to the bulk storage or wood pellet fuel store the following simple guidelines offer advice to assist in the design and sizing for a successful
installation.
A bulk wood pellet fuel store should be located as close as possible to the biomass boiler(s).
The design of the fuel store and the recovery of the pellets from the store and the subsequent transfer of the fuel to the boiler should be kept as
simple and most straightforward as possible. Tall thin storage – such as purpose design silo’s – often represent the most effective way of storing wood
pellet fuel and can lead to the best use of a given storage volume. The angle of the discharge cone from such a silo would typically be 60º to ensure
complete mass flow from the store.
A possible alternative to a storage silo would be a bespoke build bunker store. These typically require a larger floor area and are less effective in terms
of the available recoverable volume of fuel. Some profiling of the bunker base should be considered – minimum angles of 45º should be adopted if
profiling bunker – which will significantly reduce the volume available for the storage of pellet fuel.
The natural angle of repose of the fuel will vary depending on the quality of the wood pellet (see below) but will typically be greater than 45º. Again
this can significantly reduce the recoverable volume available in the pellet store.
Whichever fuel store design is adopted it must be such that it:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keeps the fuel dry – water ingress will cause the pellets to fall apart and block handling equipment.
Is located as close as possible to the boiler.
Has adequate vehicle access – to allow easy bulk delivery.
Is fitted with appropriately sized delivery pipe work.
Bulk fuel deliveries would normally blow fuel into store via a delivery pipe.
Delivery pipe work/bunker design should not cause undue fuel breakage during delivery.
Is sealed to prevent possible dust nuisance.
Conveying air used for fuel delivery needs to be filtered prior to discharge.
Is sized to suit boiler load and likely bulk delivery payload.
May need to be behind a fire rated wall if inside the plant room (check with Building Control).
May need seperate ventilation to prevent accumulation of toxic gases, and should be in a well ventilated space.
Must NOT contain any ignition source.

All solids have a natural angle of repose. This is the angle formed by the fuel remaining in the bunker as it is removed from the bottom without any
outside interference, agitation or mechanical recovery. The angle is a function of the size distribution of the solid and can vary depending on the fines
or dust content of the fuel concerned. A good quality wood pellet fuel containing little of no fines will have an angle of repose between 45º and 50º.
This angle increases as the fuel quality deteriorates and can approach 90º if the fuel contains a high percentage of fines. From this it follows that the
design of the fuel store should be such to avoid ‘dead volume’ and that pellet handling – especially during delivery – should be sympathetic to pellet
quality to avoid excessive fuel degradation.
Pellet recovery from the fuel store would typically either be via Pick-up auger(s) angled into the bunker or directly from the outlet of a coned purpose
built store or silo. From the bunker or silo the wood pellet fuel is delivered to the transfer box of the stoker.
THERE SHOULD ALWAYS BE SUFFICIENT PELLETS WITHIN THE STORE - TAKING ACCOUNT OF POSSIBLE DEAD VOLUME - TO ENSURE
THAT PICK-UP AUGER(S) ARE ALWAYS COVERED WITH FUEL.

4214764/03 - 08/18
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Design Guidelines
Fuel Store Sizing
There are 3 key factors that influence the size of the pellet store.
1. Available Space - usually adjacent to or close to boilers - taking account of best use of that space.
2. Estimated Fuel consumption.
3. The required frequency of delivery - or the size of delivery anticipated.
For Design purposes the following can be used as indicative:
1. Bulk density or Volume of Wood Pellet Fuel;
•
Good quality wood pellet fuel will occupy approximately 600kg/m3
•
Angle of repose of good quality fuel approx 45º - 55º - which impacts on recoverable volume in bunker.
2. Fuel Consumption;
•
As an indication the maximum fuel consumption (kg/hr) would be 0.23 x Max Output of the Biomass boiler (kW).
•
Actual fuel consumption would be estimated based on the loading placed on the boiler.
•
Wood Pellet fuel store to be sized to accommodate a minimum of 10 - 15 days anticipated fuel use.
3. Delivery Size;
•
The fuel supplier will have preferred bulk delivery sizes - based on payload of vehicle employed.
•
Store should be sized to accommodate minimum delivery size.
•
First Fill delivery could be larger than subsequent deliveries. Accounting for possible dead volume within the store 		
and making allowance for small working stock needed while waiting for a delivery.
Consider the possible use of load cells or level probes within the bunker to indicate fuel used.
Hoval can offer a number of silo based fuel store options or advise on most appropriate use of available space for a bespoke build fuel store.

Entry to Fuel Store
Entry to Fuel Store
A confined space permit to work system should be put in place by the operator to safely control access and egress into the fuel store itself.
All mechanical conveyors and any mechanical fuel recovery system must be isolated and locked off and there may be a potential lack of oxygen or
presence of toxic gases within the store such that the atmosphere should be tested.

4214764/03 - 08/18
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Typical Plantroom layouts
Legend
1. Silo - See notes on individual
drawing for specification.
		 (a) - Areas of dead volume.
		 (b) - Gate valve required to
			isolate individual
silos.
2. STU wood pellet boiler.
3. Flexible auger - Note
requirements for long
radius bends (1.5-2m). Note
maximum length of 15m.
4. Stoker transfer box, with
motorised burn-back protection
damper.
5. Stoker delivery auger.
6. Silo fill pipe.
7. Conveyor air discharge.

General arrangement of a STU boiler and twin fabric silos

General arrangement of a STU boiler with twin boot tables and bunker profiling
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Typical Plantroom layouts
Legend
1. Silo - See notes on individual
drawing for specification.
2. STU wood pellet boiler.
3. Flexible auger - Note
requirements for long
radius bends (1.5-2m). Note
maximum length of 15m.
4. Stoker transfer box, with
motorised burn-back protection
damper.
5. Stoker delivery auger.
6. Silo fill pipe.
7. Conveyor air discharge.

General arrangement of a STU boiler and a fabric trough silo

General arrangement of a STU Boiler with GRP Silo
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Boiler door handing
Boiler door handing
As standard the boilers are fitted with hinges on the right hand side when viewing the boiler from the front. If instruction is given at the time of
placing the order this can be switched to a left hand hinge arrangement. Alternatively, boilers can be handed on site by following the procedure
below:

Changing the door hinged side
It is recommended that the following procedure is
carried out:
1) On the opening side, screw the locking 		
nut until it is tight against the back of the 		
door boss.

Locking Nut
(Loose on
open side)

2) Remove top right and bottom left door 		
nuts and swap over. Tight up.

Door Joint

Plan View

Door Nut. Hole for

3) Remove top left and bottom right door 		 Tommy Bar (Opening
Side Only)
nuts and swap over. Tight up.
4) Ensure that the lock nuts on the new 		
hinge side are fully tightened.
5) Loosen locknuts on the new opening side 		
so that a seal is obtained all round the 			
fibre joint.
Important
•

Always have two nuts tightened to
prevent the door falling.

•

It is essential that the door seal is in
place correctly after closing the door
every time. Replace the joint if in doubt
and check there are no fumes escaping.

Orange Door
Casing

Refractory
Wrapper

• Relocate the door microswitch to the new 		
opening side of the door.

Door

Door Casing
Fixing Bolt
with locking
nuts and
dome nut

22
Door Boss

Hinge Pin

Door Nut. No hole
(Hinge Side)

Swing Bolt
Washer

4214764/03 - 08/18

Locking Nut
(Tight on
hinge side)

Hinge Lug

Front Tube
Plate
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STU 195 - 1000 kW

Boilerhouse Ventilation
Boilerhouse ventilation should conform with the
relevant British Standards, Codes of Practice etc.

Natural Ventilation - General Guidelines
The permanent ventilation of the boilerhouse (not including doors and
windows which may be closed) is essential.
Boilerhouse ventilation serves two fundamental purposes. Firstly it permits
necessary combustion air to flow freely to the stoker(s) from outside the
building. Secondly it serves to maintain a reasonable temperature within
the plant room by allowing free circulation of ambient air to allow some
cooling within the room.
Heat released into the plant room from pipework, boiler and flues and the
maximum temperature profile within the boiler house should be as follows
25⁰C at floor level (or 100mm above floor level)
32⁰C at mid-level (1.5 m above floor level) and ;
40⁰C at ceiling level (or 100 mm below the ceiling level).
Ventilation rate/air inlet requirements indicated below are typical for space
heating loads only. if the equipment is used with high ambiant temperatures
(eg a process load during the summer) additional ventilation will be
necessary to maintain plant room conditions.
Air Opening Requirements - Natural Ventilation
It is preferred that fixed air openings are provided at high and low levels
adjacent to the boiler front.
Free area of louvres required for ventilation and combustion air should be
based on the following:
6.5cm2 per kW input located at low level and additional
3cm2 per kW input located at a high level

The level of ventilation indicated above should be adequate for typical
space heating loads. If the equipment is used during periods of high
ambient temperature (eg a process load during the summer months)
then it will be necessary to increase the level indicated to allow additional
cooling ventilation.
If the boiler is fired continuously at full output or if it is fired during summer
months then the above ventilation should be increased by 100%. This
would be 13cm2 at low level and 6cm2 at a high level.
As indicated the air openings are best located at both a high and at a
low level to promote free circulation. In this way it is possible to prevent
any potential short circuit in the plant room.
For boiler houses below ground level arrangements should be made
to induce fresh air at a low level such that the natural flow of air is not
restricted by the buoyancy of air leaving at higher level openings.

Air Supply by Mechanical Ventilation - General Guidelines
If natural ventilation is not possible and the necessary ventilation is
supplied by mechanical means then it must be as follows;
Interlocked with the boiler enable control to prove air flow – boiler should
not be able to start or should complete a shutdown/lockout in the event
that the air flow cannot be demonstrated.
Arranged such that mechanical air inlet and mechanical extract is ok,
mechanical air inlet with natural permanent outlet is ok. Design extract
air flow rate should not exceed one third of the design inlet rate.
Mechanical extract only (with natural air inlet) is not permissible.
Any mechanical means of supplying air into a basement boiler house
should have a balancing outlet so that the air pressure in the boiler house
does not exceed 12.5Pa.

Open Vented / Pressurised Systems
Open Vented Systems
A primary make up water and expansion tank is required for open vented
systems. With low head on calorifier primary system, Hoval Technical
Department should be consulted.
The cold feed pipe should be connected into the return water piping on the
boiler side of any valve.
An open vent pipe should be taken off the boiler flow pipework before the
boiler isolating valve. The vent pipe should be installed with a continuous
rise to a position over the primary feed tank.

Pressure limiter (in accordance with BS EN12828 clause 4.6.2.2.2 Heating Systems in Buildings).
For STU models 350 to 1000, each boiler should have an associated
pressure limiter device fitted in the system pipework, as close as possible
to the boiler itself (provided by the installer - not supplied, fitted, or wired
by Hoval).
If the operating pressure of the heating system exceeds the given
pressure limit, or in the case of auxiliary power interruption, the pressure
limiter shall shut off the heating equipment and interlock it against
restarting. The pressure limiter shall be adjusted so that it responds
before the safety valve(s) operate.

Pressurised Systems
For independently pressurised systems the flow connection must be fitted with
an automatic air vent, a safety valve (sized to the relevant British Standard)
and a pressure switch or where applicable individual boiler pressure limiter(s)
as outlined below. No intervening valve is permissible between the safety
valve and boiler connection. The pressurisation unit control should also be
interlocked with the boiler(s) controls to safely close the stoker(s) down in
the event of a malfunction.
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Flues and Chimneys
Guidance for sizing flues and chimneys is given in CIBSE
and HVCA guides and also Hoval Technical Data Sheets.
Flues should conform to the relevant British Standards,
Codes of Practice etc.

IMPORTANT
A condensate drain point is provided in the boiler flue
outlet box and this should be piped to drain via a drain trap
to prevent flue gases escaping. No isolating valve should
be fitted in this pipework (plastic fittings not suitable).

General Guidelines
Individual boiler chimneys and flues must be used.
The flue design will be such that the chimney height should provide
sufficient buoyancy to give a negative pressure condition at the boiler
flue outlet. The chimney and flue should, under normal firing conditions,
provide a draught at the boiler outlet.
The flue MUST include a combined pressure relief/draught stabiliser
piece. This should be positioned on the flue run in a location that
would normally be under a balanced or a negative draught condition
for normal boiler operation.

Chimney sizes and height will need to take into account the
following:

Be aware that on a cold start the available chimney buoyancy may be
limited, such that the relieving flap should NOT be mounted directly
or close to the outlet of any fan that may assist with draught supplied
with the boiler.

1)

Clean Air Act.

2)

Local Regulations.

3)

Considerations to adjacent buildings.

The chimney/flue design should encompass the minimum number of
bends - any bends should be swept - avoid excessively long horizontal
runs and if possible have the flue enter the main chimney riser at an
angle of 45 degrees to minimise the flue duct resistance.

4)
The discharge to atmosphere of the products of
combustion that may contribute to health dangers and be
such to minimise the impact of the same. When used with
the correct quality fuel, the STU meets the requirements
of Class 3 of EN 303-5 in this respect.

Flues should not have a smaller diameter than the boiler outlet
connection size.
Common flue headers must be avoided.
Flue gas temperature at high fire may approach and exceed 200°C and
the flue system should be able to safely operate under such conditions
by using twin walled insulated systems. Twin wall flues also help to
prevent or minimise condensation forming within the flue.
Adequate doors should be provided in flues and chimneys for cleaning
and inspection purposes. This is particularly important on any horizontal
section.
Flues should be supported independently to prevent any undue weight
and forces due to expansion being transmitted to the boiler outlet
connection.
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Filling the system
Water treatment

Recommendation
It is recommended that each system should
be filled or refilled with treated water and specialist firms
will be able to advise
in this respect.

All connections are made and tightened.

•

Instrument pockets are fitted and water tight.

•

Spare sockets are fitted with plugs and are
water tight.

Open vented systems are not completely sealed off from the atmosphere
as it is essential to provide a tank open to atmosphere if proper venting and
expansion of system water is to be achieved. The same tank is used to fill
the water and it is through the cold feed pipe that system water expands into
the tank when the boiler passes heat into the system.
Conversely when the system cools, water previously expanded is drawn back
from the tank into the system together with a quantity of dissolved oxygen.

•

All valves in the heating circuit are open.

•

Mixing or diverting valves are opened half way,
then gradually fill with water until the altitude
gauge (if fitted) indicates the correct head and
the header tank is filled to appropriate level.

•

The installation is completely vented.

•

If a pressurisation unit is installed reference
should be made to the makers filling
instructions and applied.

•

Installation debris and any deposits from the
system are not allowed into the boiler.

•

The boiler is flushed out through the drain
connection to ensure that the boiler is clean
inside.

•

A large strainer is fitted to older systems to
remove deposits before the return enters the
boiler.

One millimetre of lime reduces the heat conversion from flame via metal to
water by 10%.
In practice the deposition of these salts is liable to cause noises from the
boiler body or even premature boiler failure. Corrosion and the formation
of black iron oxide sludge will ultimately result in premature radiator failure.

Check the following:
•

There is basic need to treat water contained in all heating and indirect hot
water systems, particularly open vented systems.

Even if leakage from the heating and hot water systems is eliminated there
will be evaporation losses from the surface of the tank which, depending on
ambient temperature, may be high enough to evaporate a large portion of
the system water capacity over a full heating session.
There will always be corrosion within a heating hot water system to a greater
or lesser degree irrespective of water characteristics unless the initial fill water
from the mains is treated. Even the water in closed systems will promote
corrosion unless treated.
For these reasons Hoval strongly recommend that when necessary the
system be thoroughly cleaned, prior to the use of a stable inhibitor, which
does not require continual topping up to combat the effects of hardness salts
and corrosion.
Hoval advise contact directly with major specialists on water treatment such
as Sentinel or Fernox.

Water Flow and Return Temperatures
1.

The flow temperature can be adjusted to a 82oC maximum.

2.

The return temperature should be controlled to be not less than 60oC at all times by the use of suitable bypass/diverting controls. Always
ensure that the return pipework to the boiler is connected to both return connections equally.

3.

Differentials between the flow and return should not exceed 25K. Where a differential is to exceed 25K advise Hoval as considerations are
necessary and alternative solutions may be appropriate.

Important
The whole system must be  thoroughly
flushed with water to wash out
foreign matter and impurities in accordance
with CIBSE/BSRIA guidelines.
An annual check of the water quality should be carried out to ensure a satisfactory water treatment regime
is in place or done each time a system is drained down and refilled.
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Boiler Operation
In addition to the stoker control panel (see below) a boiler temperature gauge is fitted at the front of the boiler.

Touch screen
control and interactive
display

Main isolator switch for
boiler, stoker, pump and
motorised valve

Optional heat meter
integrator unit with digital
display

Boiler mode switch

Emergency stop knock off button

The stoker control panel consists of:
Mains Isolator
Touch Screen Display and Interactive controller
Boiler Mode Switch: A three position switch with settings
Hand, Off, Auto.
Emergency Stop knock off button
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Control Overview
The Mains Isolator will:
Electrically isolate the stoker (Conveyor, Pick-UP auger motors, FD and ID Fan motors, FD, ID and Safety damper motors, sensors and thermostats).
Along with the boiler circulating pump and motorised boiler back-end protection valve.
The isolator is provided with a lock off facility.
Touch Screen Display and Interactive controller:
Displays boiler status, the stoker settings and any alarms across a number of different pages (see Control Detail). Boiler temperature and the
firing condition and kWh is shown if optional heatmeter kit is purchased at time of order. Some of the screens or pages have restricted (password
protected) access. Buttons labelled with black text activate the function indicated. Any buttons with greyed labels require high level access.
Values (eg Boiler set point temperature) are displayed in white boxes adjacent to text description and can be adjusted if appropriate access is
allowed (password protected). The display is deactivated (to blank) with a screen saver if not accessed for 15 minutes. Touching any part of the
screen reactivates the display.
Boiler Mode Switch will:
If Hand is selected, this will allow the boiler to fire and run under local control until the Boiler Set Point Temperature setting is satisfied. If the boiler
set point setting is satisfied the boiler will shut-down (following a fixed procedure) and restart once the boiler temperature drops below set point.
If Auto is selected, this will allow the boiler to fire and run under remote (BMS) control provided there is a call (and a requirement) from the BMS
and will continue to run until the Boiler Set Point Temperature setting is satisfied. If the boiler set point setting is satisfied the boiler will shut-down
(following a fixed procedure) and restart once the boiler temperature drops below set point. If the call or enable signal is removed the boiler will
shut-down (following a fixed procedure) and restart once the enable is restored.
If Off is selected, with the boiler running, initiates the fixed boiler shut-down procedure. The boiler cannot be remotely activated with the switch in this
position.
The Emergency Stop Knock Off Button will:
If pushed into position this will immediately switch off power to ALL elements of the stoker. This does not provide electrical isolation.
Panel Location
The stoker control panel is normally fitted to the boiler skid assembly and supplied pre-wired to all skid mounted motors, sensors and safety devices (unless the skid is supplied split down for restricted access situations). The boiler circulating pump and the boiler back end protection valve
need to be installed in pipe-work local to the boiler and wired to the stoker control panel.
Where requested the control panel can also be supplied separately for mounting on a wall within the plant room. In this case site wiring will be
required to connect to pellet feed auger motors, both FD and ID fan motors, the ash removal auger motor, hot air ignition gun, pump and motorised valve. Each must be connected via individual isolating switches that must be clearly labelled. In addition the boiler water flow/return temperature sensors, combustion chamber and flue gas temperature, the control limit thermostats, the lambda oxygen sensor, the burn back temperature
sensor, motorised damper controls (FD, ID and Safety), proximity level sensors, door micro-switch, water dump level switch, and combustion
chamber pressure switch will also require wiring back to the panel.

Sequencing of boilers under BMS control.
When a bank of boilers are sequenced to operate under the dictates of a BMS control system, it is very
important that on-line boilers are "properly" matched to the available heating load at any one time.
This will avoid too frequent cycling of the stokers as they stop and start (introducing cold pre & post purge
air into the boiler each time this happens).
Over time this can result in the boilers suffering from thermal shock and premature failure of the pressure
parts.
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Safety Features
Boiler Water Temperature
Under normal operation the boiler has a set point temperature, and the stoker fires fuel at a rate to try and achieve or satisfy the set temperature. The sensor for the controller is mounted in a pocket on a stool piece fitted to the flow connection on the boiler.
Also mounted in a separate pocket in the same stool piece is a combined limit/high limit Honeywell thermostat to give boiler over temperature protection. The first limit is set on the dial mounted on the front of the unit (30 - 95°C) which would normally be set at or around
90°C. This acts as a first limit and deactivates the stoker and firing device. If the boiler water temperature exceeds the set temperature
an alarm shows on the touch screen. The boiler will re-fire once the water temperature falls and the alarm condition on the touch screen
will disappear.
A further High Limit can be set on the dial mounted within the Honeywell unit – accessed by removing the grey cover panel. The dial (40 110°C) can be adjusted but should be set higher than the front mounted dial (eg 95°C). If the boiler water temperature exceeds the setting
on this dial the high limit condition is activated which shuts down the stoker. High Limit alarm will be indicated in the touch screen display
and the boiler will not re fire until this thermostat is manually reset by resetting the small red button on the unit.
A final level of protection is provided by the Thermal Safety Heat Exchange device which is fitted within the waterways of the boiler. If this is
activated a small thermostatic valve opens to allow a cold water (mains) supply to run through a series of coils sitting within the waterways
of the boiler (rapidly dropping the boiler temperature) which then runs to drain via a tundish. This has a separate thermostat mounted within
a pocket on the boiler shell. The thermostat is activated at 95°C (±3). This resets once the water temperature falls.
NOTE. Above the boiler set point there is a band or temperature range (set on commissioning) for the stoker to modulate to low fire and
dissipate heat prior to following the fixed boiler shut-down procedure. Such that some temperature creep above the set point is anticipated.
This should be accommodated in the normal course of boiler operation.
Burn Back Protection
The STU is designed to operate with ALL combustion taking place within the combustion chamber of the boiler. The stoker has been designed incorporating safety features to ensure burning fuel or embers do not track – or burn back - along the feed conveyor auger into the
transfer box and beyond. The following levels of protection are provided in this respect;
Boiler Shut-down procedure
When the boiler is correctly shut down, the pellet- feed (Pick –Up auger) is immediately stopped. This starves the transfer box of fuel.
The motorised burnback protection damper mounted on the top of the transfer box closes forming a physical barrier (this spring mounted
damper will fail in the fully closed position in the event of loss of power). The conveyor auger and the induced draught (ID) and forced
draught (FD) fans continue to operate for several more minutes feeding pellets into the retort within the boiler, emptying the transfer box
and partly emptying the conveyor auger of fuel. The touch-screen indicates that the ‘Conveyor is Emptying’ during this process (Boiler
Status). This should partly clear the auger of fuel extending the break or gap between any active or live embers within the boiler and the
fuel store. Once the conveyor stops the ID and FD fans run on for a short period before eventually stopping. The FD damper closes. The
fire within the retort will gradually die and go out completely over a period of several (up to 24) hours but will do so in a safe manner.
Burn-Back Temperature Sensor
There is a burn-back sensor fitted (strapped) to the conveyor auger at the rear of the boiler. Set on commissioning to 60°C, if the
temperature of the tube exceeds this temperature then the device is activated. On activation the shut-down procedure is initiated with
the conveyor auger running to empty itself completely of fuel. An alarm is indicated on the touch screen. The stoker cannot restart until
the burnback fault has been (manually) re set. The user should investigate and eliminate the probable cause of the burn back condition
before re starting the boiler.
Water Dousing
There is a small (3litre) capacity water dump bottle mounted on the conveyor auger. Prior to boiler operation the bottle must be filled
with water to make a level switch mounted in the bottle. If this switch is not made the boiler cannot be started. The bottle discharges
via a thermostatic valve which is activated if the conveyor tube temperature exceeds 95°C. The water should extinguish any smouldering pellets in the conveyor halting the burn back condition. If activated we recommend that the thermostat controlling the valve is replaced before re firing the boiler. The water level should be checked regularly to ensure the level switch is always covered with water.
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Door Micro Switch
The door should not be opened when the boiler is running and firing.
To open the door during normal operation the Boiler Mode Switch should be set in the Off position and the stoker allowed to follow a
shut-down procedure. This will take several minutes. Once the conveyor auger empties the boiler door can be carefully opened.
With the door open the ID fan will continue to run.
If during normal boiler operation the boiler door is opened the stoker stops operating. The pick-up system is stopped, the motorised burnback protection damper shuts, the conveyor stops feeding fuel and the FD fan stops. The ID fan continues to operate but
shuts down after an hour.On closing the door the boiler will initiate a shut-down procedure before attempting to re-fire.

Combustion Malfunctions
Unexpected high or low Oxygen readings during normal operation.
High Oxygen (>17% for 30 seconds during modulation). This would indicate no fire within the boiler and this would lock-out the stoker
- Flame Failure fault indication displayed in the Alarm settings.
Low Oxygen (<2% for 30 seconds) is an indication that boiler operation is incorrect and the boiler follows the shut-down procedure to
safely stop operating and then the fault is displayed in the Alarm pages.
Voltage/Phase Relay Fault.
Should the control sense a reduced voltage or if the phases have been altered then the stoker will stop immediately – without following
a shut- down procedure. A fault is displayed in the Alarm pages. Refer to APPENDIX for a list of faults and possible causes.
Inverter Trips.
The Conveyor auger(s), the FD and the ID fan are all speed controlled via separate inverters. If any of these inverters fail to respond or
trip then boiler will stop immediately. A fault is displayed on the Alarm pages.
Power Interruption.
In the event of a power interruption the motorised safety damper on the transfer box will close (fail safe) isolating the pick-up auger
from the stoker. It is possible (as any circulating pumps may also be affected) that the thermal safety overload device as well as the
high limit thermostat may be activated. The thermal safety overload device will reset as the water temperature within the boiler falls
but the high limit thermostat will require a manual reset when power is re-established. Once power is restored and the water temperature falls within normal permitted temperatures – with the high limit reset – the fault conditions will clear and allow normal boiler
operation. Provided that the power interruption is not over an extended period (several hours) then the fire should not track back and
generate a burn-back condition in the conveyor. However if there is a prolonged power failure then it is possible that a burn back might
occur - if the conveyor tube temperature were to rise above 90°C the water douse device may also be activated to extinguish any
smouldering pellets.
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Control Detail
The STU wood pellet boiler is supplied with a panel that controls stoker operation, the boiler circulating pump and the three position valve
that provides boiler back-end protection (ensuring that the minimum boiler return temperature condition is met). It is complete with a touchscreen interface which displays a variety of information relating to the boiler and its firing condition for the boiler operator.
Boiler is initiated via the (Boiler Mode switch which has 3 positions)
HAND position - provided there is a demand (the boiler water temperature is low enough) then the boiler will fire and run. It will continue to run
until the temperature set point condition in the boiler is satisfied.
AUTO position - provided there is a demand (the remote BMS control is activated AND both the system and the boiler water temperature is
low enough) then the boiler will fire and run. It will continue to run until the temperature set point condition in the boiler is satisfied.
OFF position - the boiler cannot be remotely activated.
If the OFF position is selected from either the HAND or AUTO position and the boiler is firing then a boiler shut down procedure is
started. If the boiler is not firing and the OFF position is selected from either the HAND or AUTO then it will not re fire as the boiler water
temperature falls.

STU Touch Screen Control Overview
STU Home Screen

STU Home Screen 			
Summarises the boiler condition.
Includes the Status (indicating boiler
firing state), the boiler water flow
and return temperatures ⁰C and the
stoker firing rate %. The boiler serial
number and local contact details are
also detailed.
When connected it may also show
the heat meter reading kWh along
with an indication of the system load
kW at that time.

Note: The "energy produced" display is dependant on a Hoval Energy heat meter kit being purchased with the STU boiler.
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STU Alarm Active Screen
STU Alarm Active Screen 			
		
Intermittently flashes when there is an
active fault or warning. There is a description of the fault(s) along with date/time first
recorded. A fault can be cleared by logging
in (see below) and using the Reset bar along
the top of the screen.

STU Information Screens

STU Information Screens			
				
Gives information and access to detail of the
boiler operation, boiler sensors, firmware and
software versions, fault logs and firing diagnostics. These are displayed over a number
of screens. Individual screens are selected by
scrolling with the grey arrows located on both
the left and right hand side of each screen.
As with the home screen the boiler status is
indicated.
Details include flow/return water temperatures
and set points, combustion chamber and flue
gas temperature. The Oxygen level of the flue
gas is indicated along with the boiler firing rate.
Conveyor auger (burn back) temperature, and
the panel temperature are also shown.
Hours run, number of starts and an estimation
of the fuel consumed are shown.
The inverter speeds (ID, FD and Conveyor) are
shown.
Healthy (green); Faulty (red) sensor/devices on
the boiler/stoker are all indicated.
Boiler diagnostic graphs show boiler performance.
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STU Admin/Setting Screen

Access to boiler parameter settings and administrative functions for the boiler.
Includes access to view and change (requires
password) the main boiler settings.
Access to the Maunal ignition screen - see details
to the left.
Access to the Service screen, where the User can
reset the service interval and the cleaning counters.
Access to the User Control functions;where the
User can adjust the set point temperature of the
boiler, manual pump change over, manual prime of
pick-up auger, stop/start the de ash function.

When prompted access to the Manual Ignition
screen (refer to manual ignition instructions).
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User/Engineer Login Dialog Box

Allows a User or an Engineer to Login to access
locked screens or to re set Alarms (refer to details).

Touching the box adjacent to User and Password
will open up a keyboard to allow text entry.
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Boiler Water Temperature Control
Boiler Water Temperature Control

The boiler water Set-point temperature can be adjusted via the Boiler Parameters Screen as indicated.
The Setpoint would typically be between 75 - 80°C to suit the heating system and the operator can adjust to suit individual system
temperature.
However before adjusting the operator should be aware of the following:
•

The boiler requires a minimum return temperature of 60°C. Therefore suggested minimum flow temperature would be 70°C.

•

Under normal operation the stoker will continue to operate (and the boiler water temperature will continue to rise) above the set
point temperature.

•

A ‘Switch off above’ – typically 5 or 6°C above the Setpoint figure - is part of the control logic of the boiler operation. This
small amount of ‘creep’ above the setpoint should allow the stoker to modulate to its lowest firing rate in good time before
switching off completely and allow additional necessary heat dissipation from within the combustion chamber.

•

Similarly a ‘Switch on below’ temperature is fixed at commissioning – typically 3-5°C below the boiler setpoint, which will
prevent the boiler from re-firing until there is fall in boiler water temperature to the appropriate figure. This helps to prevent unnecessary boiler cycling.

•

There is a separate duel stat mounted in the stool piece on the flow connection of the boiler.

•

This in the first instance indicates an over temperature condition (alarm shown) – this will shut the boiler down in a safe manner - but if the water temperature subsequently falls back will allow the boiler to re-fire. Normally this would be set at or around
90°C (although this will depend on the Boiler Setpoint and the Switch Off Above settings indicated above).

•

There is also a High Limit temperature condition. This is activated in the instance where the boiler temperature substantially
exceeds that of the Setpoint. Again under control of this thermostat an alarm condition is shown and the boiler is shut down.
However it requires manual reset before the boiler can be allowed to fire again. The High Limit Stat would normally be set on
commissioning at or around 95-100°C.

•

Thermal safety overload. Independent of the stoker control and power supply a thermostatic valve is fitted at the rear
of the boiler. This should be connected to a cold water mains supply – with the outgoing connection fitted to drain via a
tundish. The valve is complete with a sensor which sits in a pocket on the boiler shell. The thermostatic valve opens at
95±3°C and allows a rapid cool of the boiler water if boiler water temperature continues to rise after the high limit stat
has been initiated. This valve closes once the temperature falls.
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Boiler Firing Procedure
The Touch-Screen display has on the Main (Home) Page, and the Boiler Information Page an line indicating boiler status (Status) - this
provides a description of the boiler condition at different times such that the operator can easily check and confirm boiler status at any
given time. Both the Start-up and the Shut-down of the boiler follow a fixed procedure – these are described below along with the indicative description of the Status Line.
Status Line shows Boiler Idle.
The boiler is awaiting a call to fire. It is either being held off by a remote controller (BMS), or the boiler water temperature is satisfied
(Boiler Water Temperature > Switch on Below Temperature), or the stoker has been switched off via the Off position on the Boiler Mode
Switch. Supplemental information (Boiler Shunt Pump Over run, Awaiting a Call) may also be displayed.
On receiving a call to fire the following procedure occurs;
Status Line briefly shows Shunt pump on – Waiting for demand before
Status Line shows in turn;
Opening FD Damper;
Pre Purge ID Fan;
Pre Purge ID and FD Fan.
The above procedure happens across a 5 minute period.
Before changing to show,
Status Line Flame check
During the flame check process the controller looks for changes in combustion chamber temperature and/or movement in the oxygen sensor. It also initiates the pellet feed system – the conveyor starts feeding pellets into the retort, the motorised burnback protection damper
on the transfer box opens, and the pick-up augers start running.
Again this happens across a 5 minute period.
During this Flame check period a rise in combustion chamber temperature or a fall in the indicated oxygen level would be sufficient to confirm that there are wood pellets within the retort that are still hot enough to start burning with the application of pre purge air. In this case
the boiler can undergo a Hot Start.
If this is the case then the boiler moves from the Flame check condition to a condition where the boiler gradually builds the fire into a sustainable combustion process, the display changes and the status line reflects this.
Status Line changes to Flame stabilisation.
If there is insufficient movement in either temperature or oxygen level during the 5 minute period then the status line reflects this condition and
Status Line changes to Ignition.
The boiler carries out a Cold Start. The conveyor runs at its maximum speed to fill retort with freshly delivered wood pellets. An electric hot air ignition gun runs and blows hot air directly onto the pellets within the retort. The pellets close to the hot air jets quickly start
to burn and there is speedy propagation to the remainder of fuel across the retort.
Ignition time is limited. If no temperature rise or oxygen fall is detected within a 2 minute period this stage then the process is stalled, the
stoker stops and an alarm message is generated. The boiler should not fire.
Following a successful ignition with movement on temperature and/or oxygen the boiler status line changes to the flame Stabilisation as
above
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Boiler Firing Procedure
Status Line shows Flame stabilisation
Having satisfied the ignition criteria the combustion process must be allowed to evolve slowly before the stoker is released to full
modulation. During the flame stabilisation period the fuel feed rate and the air supply is carefully managed to allow a steady increase in the combustion chamber temperature without over feeding fuel. This allows the fire bed to develop gradually and forms
a solid basis for combustion. Only as pre-set criteria or conditions are met is the stoker released to modulation. Up to a 30 minute
period is allowed for this process if criteria is met within this time then the boiler is allowed to modulate.
Status Line shows Release to modulation
With the sensors satisfied that combustion has fully established within the boiler, there is a short (5 minute)
period where the boiler is held in low fire – or Release to Modulation - before allowing it to proceed and add fuel on demand.
Status Line shows Modulation
With the combustion chamber temperature in excess of 325°C the stoker is released from the start up procedure and
allowed to modulate. The firing rate is then set or influenced by the boiler water temperature.As the boiler set point
temperature is approached, the stoker will modulate the fuel feed rate to its lowest setting. If the water temperature continues to rise, it
reaches a switch off temperature (typically +5°C above set point) and the stoker then follows a fixed sequence to shut down. This will
occur automatically if the remote enable signal is removed or it is also possible to temporarily stop the boiler from running by switching
the Boiler Mode Switch to the Off position. In all cases the boiler will switch off via a fixed shut down procedure.
The boiler should ALWAYS be allowed to shut-down correctly.
Shutting down the boiler correctly is part of the safe running of the stoker. It creates a void or extends the distance between smouldering wood pellets within the boiler and the transfer box. It also ensures that a fully automated start up detailed above can occur. As with
the Start-Up the Shut-Down follows a fixed procedure with the boiler status indicating a description of the stoker operation. Such that on
initiating a shut down the status line changes from Modulation
Status Line shows Stop pickup
The motorised burnback protection damper on the transfer box closes and the pick-up augers are stopped. This isolates the fuel transfer
system and stops fuel being delivered to the boiler.
Status Line shows Emptying conveyor
The conveyor auger continues to run for a fixed number of rpm and begins to empty both the transfer box and itself of fuel. The conveyor
is pre-set to run on until pellets are fed beyond the burn back safety feature sensors. Essentially a void is created within the transfer box
and part way along the conveyor to extend the fire break while the boiler stands idle. During this stage (approx. 10 minutes) the combustion process continues within the boiler, fuel continues to be consumed so boiler water temperature may continue to rise. Both combustion fans continue to operate. Once this void has been established the conveyor stops.
Status Line shows in turn;
Post-purge ID and FD Fan.
Post-purge ID Fan.
Closing FD Damper;
This occurs over an approx. 10 minute period. This gives an opportunity to clear and burn down the few remaining fresh pellets that have
entered the retort. The level of fuel within the retort drops and the fire gradually subsides.
Status Line then shows Boiler idle – Shunt pump overrun before reverting simply to
Status Line shows Boiler idle.
Note the boiler door must not be opened until the Status Line shows Boiler Idle shunt pump over run.
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Warning Notice

Opening the Boiler Door
ALWAYS EXERCISE CARE WHEN OPENING THE DOOR OF THE BOILER.
WHEN OPENING ALWAYS STAND BEHIND THE DOOR NEVER STAND ADJACENT OR TO THE SIDE OF THE
BOILER.
Check the Status Line on the Opening or the Info Screen.
Status Line shows Boiler idle.
Use the Boiler Mode Switch and select the Off position.
Before opening the boiler door ensure that the Boiler Mode Switch is set to the Off position.
If the Status shows Boiler idle then it is ok to open boiler door.
Otherwise (i.e. the boiler is firing) it is necessary to stop the boiler running.
This will initiate a boiler shut down that will take several minutes to complete.
Once the Status Line shows Boiler idle it is safe to open the boiler door.
Using the tommy bar provided loosen the two fastening nuts that hold the boiler door closed.
These would normally be the two nuts on the LHS of the boiler door – but both have a small hole that allows the tommy
bar to be engaged.
Carefully open the door.
With the door open the ID Fan will automatically run.
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Manual Ignition
Manually Starting or Firing the Boiler
Normally the boiler will fire up automatically as described in the procedures above. However it is possible for a trained operator to
light and fire the boiler manually if required. This might be necessary if an automated start is not possible. This could be the case if
there is a malfunction with the hot air ignition gun or if the boiler has not been allowed to shut down by following the correct procedure.

IMPORTANT. DURING A MANUAL START UP THE OPERATOR MUST ENSURE THAT THE RETORT IS NOT OVERFILLED WITH
WOOD PELLET FUEL.

Prior to lighting the boiler in this fashion the operator must visually check the level of the fuel within the retort and ensure that the
ignition jets mounted in the side of the retort are not fully covered with fuel. Check the touch screen to confirm the boiler status (Status
line shows Boiler idle) and then carefully open the boiler door.
Before initiating a manual start the retort should be almost empty and it should be apparent that fire is almost extinguished.
If it is evident that the retort has overfilled with wood pellets then some of the fuel must be removed prior to lighting the boiler. There is
a picture on the manual ignition screen indicating the appropriate level.
Having checked the retort, close the boiler door and ensure that the boiler is in a position to fire. An enable or call from the BMS or
remote control if the Boiler mode switch is in Auto, or with the Boiler mode switch set to Hand, and in both cases with the boiler water
temperature low enough( Boiler Water Temperature < Switch on Below Temperature) is needed.
Use the cog icon on the touch screen to get to the Parameter/Settings Screen

Select the ‘Manual ignition’ by touching the button.
Select ‘Enable manual ignition’
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Manual Ignition
With a call (boiler enabled) the boiler will commence the first part of the automated start up procedure – the Status line shows in turn
Opening FD Damper;
Pre Purge ID Fan;
Pre Purge ID and FD Fan.
The above procedure happens across a 5 minute period.

The stoker continues to monitor both the Oxygen percent and the Combustion chamber temperature during the above.
In the event that an ignition source (smouldering embers) are present, then the adjacent dialogue boxes should start to
indicate combustion – they will change colour (from white to green) if there is sufficient change to sustain re firing the boiler. A new button appears on the screen;
‘Release to flame stabilisation’
This can now be selected and boiler start up reverts to the automated process described above.
Status Line shows Flame stabilisation
In the event that the there is insufficient fuel in the retort or no embers to restart the combustion process then once the
Opening FD Damper;
Pre Purge ID Fan;
Pre Purge ID and FD Fan.
Pre combustion check has been completed, and the Oxygen and the Combustion chamber dialogue boxes do not change (or do not
move sufficiently) - they therefore remain white. The Status line will change and prompts the operator to open the door.
Status Line shows Open boiler door
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Manual Ignition
At this point the operator should check that there is sufficient fuel available and that the pellet feed system is activated with any isolators
on the pickup augers switched to the ON position. Then carefully open boiler door.
Status Line shows Check and fill retort and close boiler door.
By selecting the ‘Conveyor Start’ button the operator the conveyor and pickup system will start to operate and begin to fill the retort
with wood pellet fuel.
Note: a single touch will initiate the pellet conveyor feed (button will change colour from grey to green). It will run for a maximum of 5
minutes before switching off (button will change colour back to grey). It can be stopped at anytime (by re touching the button). It can be
restarted by touching the button once again (another 5 minute run). The operator may need to re select this button until the level of the
pellets within the retort is brought adjacent to the jets mounted in the side of the retort as shown below.

(If there are smouldering wood pellets still present in the bottom of the retort, they might cause the freshly fed pellets to smoke – in this
case shut boiler door and see below).
Once the pellets begin to be adjacent to the ignition jets (as shown) then the operator must stop feeding pellets by using the ‘Conveyor start’ button.

THE OPERATOR MUST ENSURE THAT THE RETORT IS NOT OVERFILLED WITH WOOD PELLET FUEL.

As this point the operator can either introduce an external ignition source (e.g. lighted firelighters) or utilise the Hot Air Ignition gun to
start the boiler running.
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Manual Ignition
If using an external source, introduce into the retort at this point, light and then close the boiler door.
If using the hot air gun ensure that the gun is switched on and not isolated and simply close the boiler door.
Once the door is closed the status line should change.
Status Line should now show Manual Ignition
And both the ‘Conveyor start’ and the ‘Hot air gun start’ button can be selected.
Both go from grey to green when activated
The operator should use the sight glass on the boiler and be careful not to add to much fuel at this point. If the retort has been filled
correctly and wood is just adjacent to the jets they should light within 2-3 minutes. Care should be exercised adding too much fuel
at this stage – use the sight glass on the boiler to check progress.
As the wood ignites and the combustion process starts to spread through the remaining pellets in the retort the Oxygen percent
and the Combustion chamber dialogue boxes should start to respond. The oxygen level should fall and the temperature within the
chamber should rise. The operator may need to add fuel at this stage by allowing the conveyor to run (touch ‘Conveyor start’) and
can stop the hot air gun at any point if it is clear that it is no longer required. Both have fixed run times associated with them and will
stop automatically after 5 minutes.
Monitoring the dialogue boxes should give feedback on progress and once both change to green the ‘Release to flame stabilisation’
button appears and should be selected.
This essentially ends the manual ignition process and the controller will now attempt to build the fire within the retort in the same
way as it does in its automated mode.
Status Line shows Flame stabilisation
It then has 30 minutes to build to modulation and status line will change once the usual criteria are met
Status Line shows Release To Modulation
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Manual Ignition Required. Summary of steps for Operator
1. Touch Screen to enable display if not already shown.
2. Select the Key Icon. Login as a User (Password Required).
3. Select the Exclamation Icon. Review listed faults and clear (reset) by selecting the individual fault message and touching the reset button at the top of the screen.
4. The Manual Ignition Required fault WILL NOT clear or reset until the boiler is manually fired.
5. Select the Cog Icon. Choose Manual Ignition from this screen.
6. A Warning Box should appear. Acknowledge the warning by touching the screen.
7. Enable the boiler (mode switch from Off to Hand or Auto position – in Auto there would need to be a remote enable or boiler call). Boiler temperature must be less than
3°C below set point.
8. Status Line shows: FD Damper Opening green progress bar is shown.
9. Status Line shows: ID fan Pre Purge with green progress bar (2 minutes).
10 .Status Line shows: ID &FD fan Pre Purge with green progress bar (2 minutes).
11. Note Pre Purge may take several minutes to complete. Oxygen reading must be greater than 18%.
12. After the pre Purge the OPERATOR is prompted to open the boiler door and check and fill retort with pellets.
13. Status Line shows: Open boiler door check and fill retort with pellets
14. With the boiler door open
Status Line shows: Check and fill retort with pellets
If necessary add pellets to the retort by selecting the Conveyor Start – this is now active and each time it is touched it will Conveyor Start change colour indicating pellets
are being fed through into the boiler. With this button green pellets are being run into the boiler, with the button solid grey no pellets are being fed.
15. As pellets are fed into boiler the pick-up system should automatically replenish the Transfer Box.
16. Pellet fuel feed is controlled by stopping and starting the Conveyor by touching the button on the screen. NOTE THE CONVEYOR RUN TIME IS LIMITED TO 5 MINUTES AND WILL AUTOMATICALLY SWITCH OFF AFTER THIS TIME - Conveyor Start >> Conveyor Start after approx 5 minutes.
17. If there are no embers or no sign of burning fuel in the retort then the door should be left open and gradually filled (using the Conveyor Start) until the level of pellets is
adjacent to the pair of ignition jets located on the side of the retort (check photo on the touch screen).
18. Once the level of the fuel is as indicated then close the boiler door and stop feeding pellets Conveyor Start >> Conveyor Start by touching the button.
19. If with the door open the OPERATOR can see signs of ignition in the retort, either visible flames or embers beginning to re light with smoke then close the boiler door.
20. Status Line shows : Manual Ignition
21. Select the Hot Air Gun Start it will change colour Hot Air Gun Start.
22. The pellets immediately adjacent to the jets will ignite, typically within 1 – 2 minutes. Check through the site glass for a visible flame, monitor the Oxygen Percent. It
should begin to fall.
23. Allow the Hot Air Gun Start to run until combustion is clearly established. Touch to switch off.
24. Carefully use the Conveyor Start again to add fuel gradually – DO NOT ALLOW THE Oxygen Percent to fall TOO RAPIDLY. If necessary stop the Conveyor Start if it
appears to fall too rapidly.
25. Allow the Oxygen Percentage to fall and the Combustion Chamber to rise – indicated by the figures in the box on the screen adjacent to. When both of these boxes
change (from clear white to green) a Release to flame stabilisation will appear. Select this by touching button on the screen.
The boiler will now revert to an automated procedure.
26. Status Line shows : Flame Stabilisation
Manual Ignition - Additional Notes
During a Manual Ignition the OPERATOR must follow the instructions as indicated in the Step by Step instructions.
A Manual Ignition is normally only necessary if the boiler has gone to fault and not been allowed to shut down correctly. It will normally take up to 30 minutes to complete.
THE OPERATOR MUST ENSURE THAT THE RETORT IS NOT OVERFILLED WITH WOOD PELLET FUEL
Having initiated a Manual Ignition process and once the Pre Purge process is completed the OPERATOR must open the boiler door to progress. With the door open it is
possible to check the level of wood pellet in the retort.
With the door open it will be quickly apparent if there is still fuel burning within the retort. There will either be a visible flame or ember glowing orange/red or smoke rising
from the retort. If this is the case, then the OPERATOR should shut the boiler door and proceed to the next step.
If there is clearly no sign of ignition or burning wood then the OPERATOR should add fuel as outlined in the Step by Step instructions being careful only to fill with fuel to
the level as indicated.
With the door shut the OPERATOR can add fuel and/or use the hot air ignition gun as outlined in the step by step instructions as necessary.
As soon as combustion starts the sensors fitted to the boiler should register this. The Combustion Chamber Temperature sensor will gradually start to rise as the fire
establishes and the Oxygen sensor will drop. Adding fuel will force the Oxygen down and the Combustion Chamber temperature up. As the Oxygen sensor drops below
17%, the boiler will automatically stop adding fuel. The OPERATOR should monitor the fire at this stage and only add more fuel if the Oxygen rises above 17% again. If
the Oxygen appears to be falling rapidly then the OPERATOR should stop adding fuel.
Once the boiler sensors register that the Oxygen is less than 17% and the Combustion Chamber Temperature is greater than 150⁰C then the controller is convinced that
ignition is complete. At this point the boiler automatic controls can take over with the OPERATOR selecting the release to flame stabilisation button that will appear on the
screen.
Having re fired the boiler following the Step by Step instructions the Manual Ignition required fault condition will automatically clear.
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Ash Removal and Cleaning the Boiler
Ash Removal and Cleaning the Boiler
Wood pellet fuel contains a very small amount (typically < 1% by weight) of ash or incombustible mineral matter that is left over and remains in the
boiler following combustion.
The ash may be a fine dry powder or sometimes it can take the form of hard clinkers (or fused lumps of ash or cinders). Commonly it may be a mix of
the two. The quality of the fuel used in the boiler directly influences the type of ash generated.
This ash gradually collects within the boiler at a rate influenced by the level of fuel used. Eventually the build up of ash will influence the boiler
performance and it is necessary to briefly suspend boiler operation to remove and clear the build up of this ash. This requires manual intervention.
The boiler must be shut down. It may need to be allowed to cool for a short time. Then the boiler door must be opened to access both the combustion
chamber and the bank of heat exchange tubes that sit above the combustion chamber. The operator is then able to use the tools supplied with the
boiler to;
Check and free any ash clinkers that may be formed and that may be interfering with combustion control.
Check and clean, if necessary, the heat exchanger tubes removing any dust or debris from each of the tubes and all the other boiler surfaces.
Clean and rake forward any dust that may have settled on the refractory arch and clear the areas around and immediately behind the retort(s) from
the large hearth area.
Drag much of this material over the slot of the ash removal auger located just behind the door of the boiler.
By completing the above, normal boiler operation can be resumed by closing the boiler door and setting the boiler running once more.
The detailed ash removal and cleaning instructions are indicated below.
The frequency of intervention required will depend on both the boiler size and the boiler loading and as indicated above may be also be a function of
the fuel quality used in the boiler. Further information and an indication of the intervention that may typically be required is given in Appendix F.
Whenever possible any operator intervention should be timed to try and coincide with periods of little or light loading on the boiler. This ensures that
the necessary boiler outage has minimum impact on the system circulating temperatures. It also means that the combustion chamber temperature
has an opportunity to fall to a relatively cool level. If the boiler has been running and firing at or close to its maximum output immediately prior to any
intervention then both the combustion chamber and refractory within the combustion chamber will be very hot. In these circumstances the operator will
need to exercise particular care and may need to switch the boiler off and allow the chamber to cool for a period before attempting any ash removal.
The operator should be issued with suitable personal protection equipment (including gloves, goggles, mask etc) and should have suitable
training prior to attempting any cleaning.

Stopping Boiler Operation and Opening the Boiler Door
1.

Check the boiler status. If the boiler is not firing (Status Line shows Boiler Idle or Boiler Idle Shunt pump over run), set the boiler mode switch 		
to the Off position.

2.

If the boiler is running (Status Line shows Modulation) then it is necessary to switch the boiler off. Set the boiler mode switch to the off
position. This will force a boiler shut down procedure that will take several minutes to complete.

3.

Once the Status Line shows, Boiler idle shunt pump over run, it is possible to open the boiler door without interrupting the boiler shut down 		
procedure.

4.

Carefully open the boiler door using the Tommy bar tool provided. In doing so the Operator must stand behind the door and not adjacent 		
to the opening side of the door.

If the boiler has been firing at or close to full output prior to switching it off as described (1) and (2) above then, the operator should exercise particular
care with the door open and should consider allowing the boiler and the combustion chamber to cool for a period of at least an hour before opening
the boiler door.
With the boiler door open the ID Fan will operate and an Alarm condition (Boiler Door Open) will be created on the screen. This alarm condition will
clear once the door is closed.
Checking and Removing Ash from the Hearth and from around Retort(s)
1.

With the door open use the rake and clear any debris or dusty ash from around each edge of the retort(s).

2.

Using the rake to drag any ash over the de ash auger slot just behind the door of the boiler.

3.

If there are lumps or hard clinkers within this material leave toward the front of the boiler between the door and the retort.

4.

Assess the level of build up of ash and material at the far end of the boiler. Carefully drag forward toward the door some of the accumulated 		
material. If the boiler has been recently fired it may still contain combustible material and be hot so care should be exercised.

5.

Once the boiler is brought off line more permanently, (e.g. not re fired within say a 24 hour period) this area can be fully cleared of any debris 		
or dust that may have collected.
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Ash Removal and Cleaning the Boiler
Checking and Removing Ash Clinkers
1. With the boiler door open check the retort(s) for the presence of any hard clinker.
2. Using the rake tool provided carefully lift any hard clinker or ash that may be sitting in the corners of the retort(s) or along the side of each retort.
3. Try not to disturb any partly burning or smouldering pellets in the bottom of the retort.
4. If there are clinkers present in the retort then, once freed, they should be dragged toward the front (door end) of the boiler. There is a large space
between the each of the retorts and the door and ANY hot clinkers can be left in this space.
5. Hot clinker (or ash) can be left in this space to cool and be removed on a subsequent visit.
Note excessive or frequent clinker build up in the retort(s) is usually a sign of inferior fuel quality. In this case the wood pellet fuel will have an elevated ash content, be prone to degrade to dust or may contain contamination or additives which may depress the normal ash melting point. Check
with the fuel supplier and ensure the fuel being supplied is in line with the specification for these boilers.
Checking and Cleaning the Boiler Heating Surfaces (tubes and water walls)
1. The heating surfaces of the boiler should only be cleaned with a cool combustion chamber.
2. With the boiler door open, carefully remove the spiral retarders from each of the heat exchanger tubes (withdrawing each spiral will drag forward
dust and debris from each tube).
3. Complete the tube cleaning by running the brush provided through each of the tubes and clear any debris removed.
4. Check and clean any ash or debris that may have accumulated in the rear smoke box ensuring that the door(s) are resealed when refitted.
5. Using the brush, sweep and clear any ash from the water walls and from the tube drum.
6. Clear and clean any ash that has settled along the top of the refractory arch.
7. Most important, check and ensure that the small hole for the combustion chamber pressure switch (normally found on the LHS of the
combustion chamber water wall close to the boiler door) is clear from any dust or debris.
8. Replace and refit the spiral retarders into each of the heat exchanger tubes.
Re Starting the Boiler and disposing of the Ash removed
Having cleaned the boiler as indicated, shutting the boiler door will stop the ID fan from running and will clear the (Boiler Door) alarm condition. At
this stage, where fitted, any cyclone bin or CF Filter tray needs to be checked and cleaned as appropriate.
Before restarting the boiler any ash or material that has been mounted over the ash removal auger can be cleared.
1. Close boiler door, tightening the nuts with the Tommy bar supplied.
2. Select the De Ash button (via the Cog Icon) on the boiler control panel touch screen.
3. The auger will operate for a fixed period (before stopping) emptying any accumulated ash into the bin adjacent to the boiler door.
4. Repeat if necessary – any larger (cold) clinker or hard ash can be removed directly from the boiler via the boiler door into a suitable fire proof 		
bin.
5. Cold ash and debris from the boiler heating surfaces similarly is best removed from the boiler directly into a suitable vacuum cleaner.
6. Re start the boiler by setting the Boiler Mode switch to the Auto position.
Monitor the level of ash in the bin by periodically removing the lid and checking the level.
Ensure that the lid on the Ash Bin is repositioned and fastened into place while the boiler is operating.
The best method of removing any ash from the bin is by connecting a suitable vacuum cleaner to the access point at the base of the bin once the
ash has had an opportunity to cool.
Ash Disposal
The ash itself consists, of non combustible mineral elements that are principally oxides of Calcium, Silicon, and Potassium along with small quantities of oxides of Sodium, Phosphorous and Magnesium. It is generally considered to be relatively inert and therefore harmless. Magnesium, Potassium and Phosphorous are all plant nutrients and along with the ‘liming’ property of Calcium makes the ash from the grates of wood pellet boilers (or
from within the combustion chamber) useful for fertilising soil. The ash removed may well contain an element of un-burnt carbon or soot which again
is relatively inert.
We envisage that the ash will be removed from both the storage bin and the boiler itself when it is cold via a suitable vacuum cleaner. Thereafter it
could be disposed either directly as normal waste or used as fertiliser over suitable ground.
Any fine ash or particulate matter collected in cyclone bins or from the trays of a ceramic filter may contain more concentrated levels of heavy metal
salts and any material removed from this source MUST NOT be used for fertilizing soil – rather it should be removed from site as a waste material.
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Maintenance - Inspection & Servicing
A Hoval approved service engineer will be required to carry out work other than the following: boiler cleaning, inspection of components for
damage, initial start-up combustion check and the specified testing and minor fault rectification.
Always ensure the boiler and stoker are electrically isolated before carrying out inspections and repairs to the equipment.
No special equipment is required for normal boiler servicing.
Tools for cleaning the boiler heating surfaces are provided with the boiler.
The service engineers' equipment will include any necessary special tools and also a combustion efficiency test kit.

Periodic Inspection
The following periodic inspections should be made between main servicing periods.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Examine boiler casing panels for obvious signs of damage, corrosion or other deterioration, and for security (Badly fitting
casings and damaged insulation materials leads to wasted heat and an increase in the boilerhouse ambient temperature).
Examine the flue pipe and gasket for obvious signs of damage, corrosion, flue-gas leakage, and for security. Similarly inspect the cleaning
explosion door at rear of boiler.
Examine the flue and chimney, as far as possible, for partial blockage, debris, etc.
Ensure that condensation drains at the chimney base are clear and that the boiler flue box drain socket is connected to a drain pipe with a
water trap.
Keep the boilerhouse floor clear of dust and debris which may be drawn into the stoker and cause damage.
Examine all fuel and water valves, connection and stoker etc, for obvious signs of damage or leakage, and for security.
Examine the fuel auger feed system for wear and leaks. It is important that worn or leaking flexible auger tubing/ components are replaced
straight away.
In an open-vented heating system, check:
Level of water in the feed and expansion tank.
That the ball valve is free to operate correctly.
All air vents are operating correctly.

NOTE:
No continuous make-up of water should be taking
place (In this event check where a leak may be occurring or if
pumping over is taking place).

Report any occurrences which indicate that the boiler, the firing equipment or the system controls are not operating correctly.

Maintenance - Boiler Stoker and De-Ashing Facility Servicing
In addition to the periodic inspections given above it is recommended that a complete check is carried out on all components at appropriate intervals.
These checks must be made by a Hoval approved Service Engineer, ideally under an on-going service and maintenance contract.
Hoval Service Department normally provides this service and will be pleased to provide a written quotation on request. This would typically cover the
operation, cleanliness, combustion efficiency etc., of the stoker and associated controls.

Boiler Heating Surfaces
•
•

•
•

Check conditions of smokebox cleaning door gasket. Refit door, ensuring it seats correctly on the gasket and tighten the securing bar nuts.
Check condition of boiler door ceramic seal. Inspect the lining material on the door. Minor damage to insulating material can be carefully rectified
using a mouldable refractory (e.g. Pyruma) on refractory lined doors. Where a door is lined with ceramic fibre it is unlikely to suffer damage in
normal use but in the unlikely event please consult Hoval. Any serious damage must be reported to the Service Engineer for repair. Filler material
can be repaired similarly. The door sealing strip must be in good condition and must be replaced when an effective seal cannot be obtained
under normal pressure. Replace sealing strip annually.
Close the boiler door, and evenly tighten the nuts using a tommy bar/spanner.
All door nuts and hinge assembly to be greased periodically.
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Maintenance - Inspection & Servicing
Forced Draught (FD) Fan
This fan is floor mounted next to the stoker and supplies combustion air to the stoker. There are two dampers on the air inlet, one has a modulating motor fitted to it and the other has a manual adjustment on it. There are set at the same time as commissioning and should only be adjusted
by a suitably qualified engineer.
Induced Draught (ID) Fan
On models (150-350) this fan is fitted at the rear of the boiler between the smoke box and the chimney. There is also a fully modulating motorised damper fitted in the duct work between the boiler and the ID fan. The motorised damper is controlled by a preset pressure switch keeping
a negative pressure over the fire. The drive from the motor to the fan is via 2x fan belts, these require checking during servicing and changing if
necessary.
Models (425-1000) are supplied with a free-standing modular twin cyclone unit and induced draught fan & motorised damper
assembly to be coupled to the boiler with interconnecting ductwork (not supplied by Hoval). The drive from the motor to the fan is via 2 x fan belts.
These should be checked and replaced if necessary.
For all boilers supplied with the optional Hoval CF Biomass Filter unit, the boiler's induced draught fan is then mounted on the CF filter skid base.
Please refer tom Appendix D of this manual for further information.
Note: Twin cyclone unit not required on models (425-1000) if these boilers are supplied with the CF Biomass Filter unit.

Motorised Burnback Protection Damper
It may be required to routinely clean the motorised burnback protection damper depending on operating conditions. Please refer
to Appendix H of this manual for further information.
Plenum Chamber
Periodically the area beneath the retort – the plenum chamber should be visually checked and cleaned as appropriate (at least
annually). It is possible that over a period of time dust, debris and ash will collect in this part of the boiler and if left unchecked
can have an adverse effect on the combustion process and may damage the stoker.
Access to the rear of the plenum on all the models in the STU range is via a small door adjacent to the conveyor auger at the rear
of the boiler.
Models 300 -1000 include a larger clean out access door at the front of the boiler directly beneath the boiler door. To access this
additional clean out door remove the casing panel and the insulation that sits behind the panel by carefully undoing and removing
the 4 nuts. Remove the 10 nuts that hold the panel into place to access this area. Clear any ash or debris that may be obstructing the passage of air through the plenum paying particular regard to the area’s directly beneath the secondary air nozzles. Refit
the panel and replace the insulation and casing by re fastening the fixing nuts.

Summer Shut Down
If the boiler is to be out of operation for a long period, e.g. during the summer, the boiler should be thoroughly cleaned.
Atmospheric condensation, activating acidic deposits in the boiler is responsible for considerable corrosion and metal wastage.
Every effort should be made to reduce this by the most thorough cleaning and by keeping the boiler fireside internals dry.
A tray of absorbing material is placed in the combustion chamber is helpful in this respect. Close the boiler door.
A visual check of the fuel supply system should be carried out - look for any wear or damage to any plastic fittings and check all
joints and connections. Any damaged sections must be replaced.
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Appendix A
GRP SILO SPECIFICATION SHEET FOR
2.85m & 3.35m INTERNAL DIAMETERS
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Appendix B

Thermal safety Heat Exchange Detail
Boiler Flow

Mains cold water
supply and
valves/strainer
not by Hoval
To drain via
tundish
(not by Hoval)
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operated valve
with sensor &
“red” test button
(Hoval supply)
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hovalhovalhovalho
valhovalhova
valhoval
hovalhova

Boiler Return

Each STU Boiler is fitted with a thermal safety heat exchange device.
Within the waterways of the boiler there are a number of small independent heat exchanger coils. If the boiler water temperature exceeds 95°C the thermostatic valve opens and allows cold mains water to pass
through the coils to quickly reduce the boiler water temperature. The cooling water exit coils should be
directed to drain via tundish.
Connection ¾” Thermostatic valve.
Connection ¾” pipework to drain.

Verbindungshinweise /
Notice
Nota
/ Remarque:
A cold water supply with a minimum pressure of 2 bar is necessary
at a/ flow
rate of
up to 2500 l/hr. A strainer

Hydr.

»

(ST) and non-return valve (NRV) should be fitted as shown above.

+ Leg._LB010

Note: The termostatically operated valve has a “red” test button which will prove the valve opens when pressed and held in.

0308030232SCH
10033586000330
4214764/03 - 08/18
1/3
05056A30D161E

It is not acceptable to connect the thermal safety cooling coils to a “boosted” cold water supply

Achtung !
Attention!
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Removable cap

Water dump container
fitted with level
monitoring float switch

Boiler drain connection (two
per boiler)

Water dump thermal valve
preset to open at 95 °C

Water dump thermal valve

Thermal valve test
button (red)
Note: Water dump
container and
thermal valve should
be removed from the
delivery auger tube and
held over a
suitable container
before testing. Please
ensure the container is
refilled with water after
testing.
NOT to be pressed when
water dump is positioned
on conveyor auger & full
of water. Test as above.

Sleeve for water dump
thermal valve sensor.
Important: The
sensor must be located
in this sleeve to ensure
correct
operation of the water
dump device

Clamp on manual reset
burnback thermostat.
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Remove cap and check
the water level weekly.
Water should be within
50mm of the top of the
water dump container.
Replace lid after checking
and / or re-filling.
Level monitoring
float switch
(not shown in
main photograph)
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Boiler Door
Microswitch

4214764/03 - 08/18

Combustion
Chamber
Sight Glass
CAUTION HOT
SURFACES
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Pellet drop box
Two No, proximity level
sensors in pellet 		
delivery auger transfer
box

Motorised
burn-back
protection
damper

Mains cold water supply
Induced draught fan
Actuator for induced
draught fan damper
Smoke box condensate
drain piperwork with trap

Thermal valve preset to
open at 95 °C
Cooling coil heat
exchanger (s)
connections
Cooling Coil drain to
tundish
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Flue gas temperature
sensor fitted into the ID fan
casing.

Induced draught
(ID) fan

Motorised ID fan damper
(actuator fitted on opposite
side as shown on page
51).

Lambda Oxygen
Sensor, fitted into the ID
fan casing (STU 350 only).
Note: on STU models 4251000 a spigot piece is fitted
instead of the motorised
damper and ID fan, into
which the above items
are fitted. Likewise on all
models supplied with a CF
Ceramic Filter unit.

Combustion chamber pressure switch

Combustion chamber
pressure sensing point with
interconnecting pipework to pressure switch.
Clean this out weekly by
removing the plug when
the boiler is off.
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Motorised burn-back
protection
damper (Refer to
Appendix H of this
manual for damper
cleaning procedure)

Forced draught fan with
motorised damper
Forced draught air duct
connected to the retort
plenum area

Plenum chamber
rear access door

Refractory fibre boiler
door lining

Cut out for sight glass
opening

Plenum chamber front clean
out door is behind insulated
casing panel
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View of combustion chamber with pellets being fed
into the retort.

De-ash auger mounted
in the front of the combustion
chamber.

De-ashing rake, being
used to rake ash into the
De-ashing auger.
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Removable smoke tube
spiral retarder

Boiler heat
exhanger

Removable refractory
arch bricks

3kW electric ignition unit
(two fitted on
STU models 8001000)

4214764/03 - 08/18

Combustion chamber
thermocouple.
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Ash Bin positioned
alongside STU boiler

De-ash auger Motor
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Appendix - D Hoval CF Biomass Filter. Advanced air filtration for biomass heating.
The Hoval CF Biomass Filter is an optional bespoke engineered air filtration device designed
to remove air borne particles from the combustion gasses of biomass pellet heating boilers.
The unit is skid mounted and includes an integral induced draught fan sized to fit the range of
Hoval biomass pellet boilers1. The unit is suitable for both new and retrofit installations where
footprint allows. The control, efficiency and safety philosophy of the biomass boiler combustion
is integrated seamlessly into the CF Biomass Filter. The unit is available in various sizes and
dimensions suitable for boiler outputs from 50kW to 1200kW. The units can also be fitted
to other biomass pellet boilers. For guidance and details please contact Hoval’s Technical
Department.
The Hoval CF Biomass Filter is a compact unit comprising vertically arranged ceramic filter
elements cased in metal sheeting encompassing its own electronic controls and compressed air
fed self-cleaning technology. The base of the unit comprises a bin for collection and removal of
cleaned air borne particulate. The greater the output of the boiler the greater the number of filter
elements required to clean the particulates from the flue gas.

Hoval CF 70 Biomass Filter

The unit is always situated downstream from the point of biomass combustion and cleans the
flue gasses effectively regardless of load or degradation of fuel quality. The filtration process
effectively removes up to 96% of air borne PM2.5 and PM10 combustion particulates.
The combustion gasses pass through the ceramic filter elements and are cleaned during this
process. Particulates and dust are collected on the surface of the ceramic filter that is then
cleaned, at pre-set timed intervals, by a controlled blast of compressed air1 that dislodges the
collected particles causing them to fall downwards and collect in the ash bin. The ash bin can
then be safely emptied at controlled intervals.
The ceramic filter elements are designed to have an operational life of between 3-5 years
depending on the level of filtration in use. The elements are easily replaced by vertically
removing the existing elements from the unit and replacing with a new element. Accordingly it is
essential to locate the filter with a minimum of one metre headroom above the unit.

Ceramic filters in virgin state

The unit has been independently performance tested by TÜV under both perfect and imperfect
combustion conditions with results that indicate post combustion particulate reduction to a level
of less than 5mg/m3.
Areas of Use:
Due to the excellent particulate filtration properties of the unit it is ideally suited to be used in
areas where ground level air particulate pollution is already high. The use of the CF Biomass
Filter in urban areas will negate the impact of additional air borne particulate from biomass
combustion used for space heating and generation of hot water.
• City centres and other high density urban population concentrations
• Locations with high levels of existing or planned road traffic
• Locations with high levels of existing or planned industrial activity

Ceramic filters after cleaning process

As a result of the filtration process where the CF Biomass Filter is fitted there is no need to
increase stack height for the purpose of particulate dispersion. However, all factors relating to
combustion need to be verified on a site by site basis.
The use of alternative abatement technology such as the larger cyclone technology (supplied as
standard with many biomass boilers – including the larger Hoval STU pellet boilers will reduce
the air borne particulate pollution in the PM10 category, but will not generally remove significant
quantities of the smaller PM2.5 particles. In rural areas where there is a low background level of
air pollution and only a seasonal heating load the use of cyclone technology may be acceptable.
In all circumstances, however, the quality of fuel at point of combustion remains of paramount
importance to the operational performance, efficiency of the boiler and the level of air borne
particulates.
1

Compressed air supply by others.

Birds eye view of opened CF Biomass Filter
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Boiler

Technical Information

Filter

Dimensions (mm)

Maximum
boiler
output
kW

Max
particulate
emission
level4

Height

Length

Depth

Weight
(approx)
kg

Maximum
flue gas
flow1 @
200°C m3/hr

Maximum
temperature
°C

Compressed
air
consumption2
m3/hr

STU 150

CF 150

170

<5mg/m3

1510

1295

1255

440

510

230

0.36

STU 200

CF 200

220

<5mg/m3

1925

1700

1810

600

672

230

0.36

270

<5mg/m3

1925

2010

1540

720

833

230

0.61

STU 250

CF 250

STU 300

CF 300

325

<5mg/m3

1925

2010

1720

879

994

230

0.61

STU 350

CF 350

376

<5mg/m3

1925

2010

1877

930

1195

230

0.61

STU 425

CF 425

450

<5mg/m3

1925

2080

2060

1050

1410

230

0.61

STU 500

CF 500

501

<5mg/m3

1925

2080

2260

1150

1679

230

0.61

STU 600

CF 600

650

<5mg/m3

1925

2290

2510

1300

2001

230

0.61

CF 800

800

<5mg/m3

1925

2760

2165

1420

2659

230

0.98

1200

<5mg/m3

1925

3520

2915

2650

3317

230

1.22

STU 800
5

STU 975 / 1000

Twin CF 1000

Boiler

Filter

Induced Draught Fan

Incoming Electrical Supply

Type

Motor
kW

Absorbed power
kW

STU 150

CF 150

Halifax

1.5

0.89

3N ~50Hz 400/230V 10A (max)

STU 200

CF 200

Halifax

1.5

0.86

3N ~50Hz 400/230V 10A (max)

STU 250

CF 250

Halifax

2.2

1.06

3N ~50Hz 400/230V 10A (max)

STU 300

CF 300

Halifax

2.2

1.28

3N ~50Hz 400/230V 10A (max)

STU 350

CF 350

Halifax

2.2

1.64

3N ~50Hz 400/230V 10A (max)

STU 425

CF 425

Halifax

3.0

1.97

3N ~50Hz 400/230V 10A (max)

STU 500

CF 500

Halifax

3.0

2.20

3N ~50Hz 400/230V 10A (max)

STU 600

CF 600

Halifax

4.0

2.81

3N ~50Hz 400/230V 10A (max)

CF 800

Halifax

5.5

3.40

3N ~50Hz 400/230V 10A (max)

Twin CF 1000

Halifax

5.5

4.00

3N ~50Hz 400/230V 10A (max)

STU 800
STU 975 /1000

Notes:

1
2

		
		
3
4
5

5

The maximum flue gas flow is based on typical combustion conditions at high fire.
A suitable compressed air supply is required for the automatic filter cleaning system (compressor available
as an optional extra). The consumptions stated above are based on a 4 bar supply and one full clean down
cycle of all filters per hour.
The maximum moisture content of the pellets should be no greater than 10%.
Equivalent to <2mg/MJ (2g/GJ).
Required as standard on models STU 975/1000 for compliance with the Medium Combustion Plant Directive (MCPD).
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Typical units

(Measurements in mm)

CF 500 unit

Induced Draught
Fan

Clearance of 1000mm
required above the unit
for filter withdrawal &
replacement.
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Typical units

(Measurements in mm)

Twin CF 1000 unit
Induced
Draught
Fan

Inspection lids

2915

Inspection lids

Cladding and
Lagging 75mm thk

Cladding and
Lagging 75mm thk

Control panel

RCA 25 DD pulse valve

Control panel

RCA 25 DD
pulse valve
Induced
Draught
Compressed
Fanair reservoir

Particulate
discharge tray

Compressed air reservoir

Flue Gas
Outlet

Inspection lids

Particulate
discharge tray

Cladding and
Lagging 75mm thk
3520

Clearance of 1000mm
required above the unit
for filter withdrawal &
replacement.

Control panel

RCA 25 DD pulse valve

1926

Flue Gas
Outlet

1000

Compressed air reservoir

Flue Gas
Inlet

Particulate
discharge tray

3520
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Typical Layout

STU 250 Wood Pellet Boiler with CF 250 Biomass Filter
Hatched ducting not by Hoval. Note easy radius bends should be used.

Fluing to chimney

Minimal head
room required
for element
removal

Outlet

Fluing to chimney

Outlet

Hoval

STU 250
Wood Pellet
Boiler

Hoval

CF 250
Biomass
Filter

Side Elevation

View on Outlet

500
1000

MIN WITHDRAWAL
DISTANCE

300

Boiler flue
gas outlet

CF Biomass
Filter flue gas
inlet

CF Biomass
Filter flue gas
outlet

Minimal room
required for discharge
tray emptying

Plan View
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Operating, Cleaning and Fault - Finding Procedures

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT THE OPERATORS ARE AWARE OF THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES TO ALLOW SAFE AND
RELIABLE BOILER OPERATION.
Both starting and shutting down the boiler involve a fixed or predetermined procedure that must be followed.
The Status Line on the touch screen provides a description of the progress of the stoker during the relevant procedure. Progress is indicated by the
loading bar.

Start-Up Procedure
Ensure all isolator switches for remote pick-up augers are in the ‘On’ position and that the Ignition Gun is switched on.
To allow the boiler to operate a remote ‘enable’ signal may be required from the BMS. Set the Boiler Mode Switch to Auto and check the Status on
Touch Screen. The boiler will fire if there is a demand. Alternatively with the Boiler Mode Switch set to Hand the boiler will fire under the local control
of the boiler.
Start Up progress can be monitored via Status line on the touch-screen display
1. Boiler Idle > Opening FD Damper; Pre-purge ID fan; Pre-purge ID and FD fan.
2. >Flame check.
If during the Flame check period successful ignition is confirmed (Hot Start).
3a. Flame check > Flame stabilisation.
If successful ignition not confirmed during Flame check period (Cold Start).
3b. Flame check > Ignition.
Ignition > Flame stabilisation.
4. Flame Stabilisation > Release to modulation > Modulation.
Refer to the Boiler Information page on the touch screen. The Combustion Chamber temperature should rise and the
oxygen percent fall as the boiler completes the above stages.
Status will show Modulation until either the boiler set point temperature is satisfied, the enable signal is removed (Boiler Mode Switch set to Auto),
or the Boiler Mode Switch is set to Off.

Shut-Down Procedure
The boiler should ALWAYS be allowed to shut-down correctly.
This will occur automatically if the remote enable signal is removed or the boiler set point is achieved. It is also possible to
temporarily stop the boiler from running by switching the Boiler Mode Switch to the Off position. In all cases the boiler will switch off via a fixed
procedure.
Shut-Down progress can be monitored via the Status line on the touch-screen display
1. Modulation > Stop pickup > Emptying conveyor.
2. Emptying Conveyor > Post-purge ID & FD fan > Post-purge ID fan.
3. Post-purge ID fan > Boiler idle - Shunt pump overrun > Boiler idle.
Allowing the boiler to complete the shut-down as above ensures that a fully automated start-up is possible.
The operator should check the Status line and be aware that the boiler door should only be opened AFTER the
Status line shows Boiler idle.
If the boiler is not shut down correctly it will NOT be possible to fire the boiler using the start up procedure outlined above. Operator intervention
(manual ignition) will then be necessary.
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Starting the Boiler using Manual Ignition
To complete Manual Ignition it is necessary to access the User mode via the Login page on the touch screen (Key Icon). A password will be required.
Correct Manual Start-up requires close supervision.
The operator must visually check the level of the fuel within the retort and ensure that the ignition jets mounted in the side of the retort are not fully
covered with fuel. Check the touch screen to confirm the boiler status (Status line shows Boiler idle) and then carefully open the boiler door. In the
event that the retort is overfilled then some of the fuel must be carefully removed to uncover the ignition jets prior to lighting the boiler.
Ensure any isolator switches for remote pick-up augers are in the ‘On’ position and that the Ignition Gun is switched on.
To allow the boiler to operate a remote ‘enable’ signal may be required from the BMS. Set the Boiler Mode Switch to Auto and check the Status on
Touch Screen. The boiler will fire if there is a demand. Alternatively with the Boiler Mode Switch set to Hand the boiler will fire under the local control
of the boiler.
1. On the touch-screen access the Manual Ignition Screen via Parameters and Settings screen (Cog Icon)
and select Enable manual ignition and acknowledge safety messages.
2. Monitor the Status line on the touch-screen display – which will change (with the enable signal).
Boiler Idle > Opening FD Damper; Pre-purge ID fan; Pre-purge ID and FD fan> (Duration up to 5 minutes).
3. The operator is then prompted by the Status line on the touch-screen
Open boiler door > Operator should carefully open the boiler door
Check/fill retort close boiler door > Operator can run the fuel feed system by selecting Conveyor start on the Touch Screen. When
active the button colour changes from grey to green reverting to grey when it stops or is stopped. It is timed to run for a short fixed
period. Re select Conveyor start as necessary or stop at any time by selecting the button. Fill the retort to the level indicated by the
instructions on screen. Close the boiler door and fasten the locking nuts.
4. Boiler Status line now shows Manual ignition > Operator can run both the Hot air gun start and Conveyor start by
selecting each of the buttons on the touch screen. When active the button colours of both change from grey to green. They 		
are both timed to operate for short fixed periods and both can be re selected as necessary.
5. If necessary an external ignition source (fire lighters) can be used prior to shutting boiler door (refer to manual) and the
ignition process managed by simply adding fuel.
6. There are also two dialogue boxes on the screen – one indicating Oxygen percent the other Combustion Chamber
Temperature. As combustion becomes established both boxes change colour from white to green. This indicates
successful ignition.
7. Once ignition is established a new Release to flame stabilisation button appears on the touch-screen. Once it appears
it should be selected by the Operator. Boiler start up now reverts to the automated procedure and the boiler Status line changes to
show
Flame stabilisation > and then Modulation once combustion is sufficiently well established.
THE OPERATOR SHOULD NEVER TRY TO LIGHT THE BOILER IF THE RETORT IS OVERFILLED WITH FUEL.
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Boiler Ash Removal
Use suitable personal protection equipment (include Gloves, Goggles, Mask).
Ash and dust collection.
1. Check the boiler status. Set the Boiler Mode Switch to the Off position. If necessary allow the boiler to stop firing, following the
shut-down procedure, highlighted above. Boiler Status line should show Boiler idle.
2. Carefully open the boiler door using the tool provided. The ID fan should run automatically.
3. Using the rake provided carefully drag any clinker or fine ash that has collected around the retort in the bottom of the boiler over the
slot of the ash removal auger adjacent to the boiler door. Try not to disturb any partly burning or smouldering pellets within the retort.
Carefully lift and clear any clinker and drag forward.
4. Clear and clean any ash that has settled along the top of the refractory arch – again dragging material over the slot of the ash auger.
5. Check and ensure that the small hole for the combustion chamber pressure switch (found on the LHS of the combustion chamber
close to the boiler door) is clear and free from any debris dust or blockage.
6. Close the boiler door.
7. Using the Touch Screen select the Manual de-ash button on the Parameters and Setting page (Cog icon). Allow the
auger to run and empty into the adjacent bin. It is timed to operate for a short fixed period or can be stopped by
re selecting the button.
8. Re fire the boiler by setting the Boiler Mode Switch to the Auto position.
Monitor the level of the ash that collects in the bin by periodically removing the lid. Ensure that the lid is repositioned and fastened into place
while the boiler is operating.
The best method of clearing the bin is leaving it fixed in position and connecting a vacuum to the access point at the base. Take care to ensure the
ash removed is cold.

Cleaning the Boiler Heating Surfaces
Use suitable personal protection equipment (including Gloves, Goggles, Mask).
1. Check the boiler status. Set the Boiler Mode Switch to the Off position. If necessary allow the boiler to stop firing, following 		
the shut-down procedure, highlighted above. Boiler Status line should show Boiler idle.
2. If necessary allow the boiler to cool down – approx. 2 hours.
3. Carefully open the boiler door using the tool provided. The ID fan should run automatically.
4. Carefully remove the spiral retarders from each of the heat exchanger tubes.
5. Each tube should then be brushed with brush provided and any debris removed.
6. Check and clean the rear smoke box catchment area ensuring that door(s) are resealed when refitted.
7. Clear and clean any ash that has settled along the top of the refractory arch.
8. Check and ensure that the small hole for the combustion chamber pressure switch (found on the LHS of the combustion 		
chamber close to the boiler door) is clear and free from any debris dust or blockage.
9. Replace and refit the spiral retarders into each of the heat exchanger tubes.
10. Close the boiler door and run the ash auger if required (as described above).
11. Re fire the boiler by setting the Boiler Mode Switch to the Auto position.

Check the condition of the flues on a weekly basis. Cleaning on a regular basis will ensure good combustion efficiency. The frequency of cleaning
will depend on the site / fuel consumption as well as the quality of fuel fired.
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Faults and Alarms
In the event of a fault or an Alarm condition the boiler will stop operating and will display a message within the touch-screen display. Select the
Exclamation (!) icon to view the indicated Fault or Alarm condition.
Depending on the fault or alarm the boiler might attempt an automated shut down procedure or may stop immediately. If it stops immediately then
the conveyor may not get an opportunity to empty.
Boiler operation can be interrupted by setting the Boiler Mode Switch to Off.
Do NOT attempt to run the boiler again until a suitably qualified engineer has investigated and rectified the fault.

Alarm Description

Possible Causes/ Suggested Actions

Boiler door open

Indicates that the boiler door is open or the micro switch on door has
developed a fault. Boiler stops immediately. Closing door starts a boiler
shut-down.

Bunker auger (1,2) trip

Indicates that the overload to the respective motor has tripped. Could
starve boiler of fuel and lead to a critical fuel failure. Boiler may continue to
run if there is a multiple pick-up arrangement.
Probable causes would be auger/motor jam, a faulty motor, incorrectly set
overload, faulty motor contactor/overload, loose cable terminations.

Bunker (1, 2) empty or low level

Warning to indicate no or low fuel level in fuel store (where fitted).

Burnback trip *

Conveyor auger temperature exceeds a level (60⁰C), indicating fire may
be tracking out the boiler and along the auger during operation.
Boiler will shut-down. Pick-up will stop, Conveyor will empty. Check
condition of conveyor auger tube for sign of heat damage, check sensor
position.
Possible cause is conveyor motor fault or prolonged power interruption.
Requires investigation as to likely cause prior to resetting. Manual ignition
required.

*(If a thermostat is fitted to the conveyor, the thermostat will require a manual reset)

CF Filter fault

Indicates fault from CF filter panel (where fitted)

Combustion chamber sensor error

Faulty sensor or connection. Or Combustion chamber exceeds maximum
permitted.

Control thermostat trip

Boiler water temperature has exceeded 90⁰C (or the setting mounted on
the dial of the stat in boiler flow connection). Indicates circulation/dissipation problems resulting in temperature creep.
Boiler will shut-down.
Displays only when alarm condition active, resets as the boiler water
temperature falls.

Conveyor (1,2) vsd error

Indicates a problem with the inverter (variable speed drive) controlling the
conveyor auger(1 or 2 where fitted). Boiler will shut down. Manual ignition
required.
Try to reset fault on alarm screen, power off at isolator on panel.

Conveyor pid error

Conveyor Parameters incorrectly set or PLC fault. Boiler will shut down.

Critical fuel supply failure

Indicates (with other faults) a problem with the fuel supply to the boiler.
Normally the fuel store has emptied or bridged or there is an issue with
bunker or pick-up augers. Boiler will not fire and fuel delivery systems will
require priming with fuel.

Critical pump failure

Boiler circulating pump (duty/standby) faulty. Boiler will not operate.

De-ash service required

Flashes as a warning. Does not stop the boiler running. To remind OPERATOR to clean boiler.
Must be re set in Service (cog icon).

De-ash trip

Indicates that the overload to the respective motor has tripped.
Probable causes would be auger/motor jam, a faulty motor, incorrectly set
overload, faulty motor contactor/overload, loose cable terminations. Boiler
will continue to run

Emergency off

Panel “Emergency stop” button has been activated. Boiler stops immediately and will require a manual ignition.
Manually reseat the button to reset.
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Alarm Description

Possible Causes/ Suggested Actions

External safety trip

Boiler shut down/will not start. External block to boiler operation. Check
external controller (BMS) or pressurisation equipment. Check other site
interlocks (alarms).

FD fan vsd error

Indicates a problem with the inverter (variable speed drive) controlling the
FD Fan. Boiler will shut down. Manual ignition required.
Try to reset fault on alarm screen, power off at isolator on panel.

Burnback protection damper error

Motorised flap damper mounted on the top of the transfer box fails to fully
open/close. Actuator has end switches that must be made.
Causes an immediate boiler shut-down or will stop boiler from firing.
Probable cause is dust build up on the plate and/or shaft of the damper.
Clean and check fuel quality. Appendix H refers.

Flame stabilisation failed

Boiler has tried to fire and failed to light correctly. Check combustion
chamber temperature (>325⁰C) and oxygen sensor. Reset fault condition
and carry out a manual ignition.

Flow sensor error

Faulty sensor or connection. Boiler shuts down.

Flue gas sensor error

Faulty sensor or connection. Boiler shuts down.

Flue gas temperature trip

Flue gas temperature exceeds level set in parameters and boiler shuts
down. Boiler surfaces must be cleaned prior to resetting the fault and
relighting the boiler.

Flue gas temperature warning

A warning to the OPERATOR. Indicates that the boiler flue
gas temperature is rising toward a maximum (trip) level. Fault
resets automatically as the flue gas temperature falls. Boiler
may modulate to a lower firing rate. An indication that the Boiler
surfaces need to be cleaned.

Frost protection boiler on

Indicates that the boiler water temperature has fallen below a level that
requires the boiler to fire to prevent possible damage due to freezing.

Frost protection pump on

Indicates that the boiler water temperature has fallen below a level that
requires the boiler circulating pump to run to prevent possible damage due
to freezing.

High oxygen trip

Indicates a faulty oxygen sensor. Sensor may need recalibration. Try
resetting the fault and boiler may start up.

ID fan vsd error

Indicates a problem with the inverter (variable speed drive)
controlling the ID Fan. Boiler will shut down. Manual ignition
required.
Try to reset fault on alarm screen, power off at isolator on panel.

Ignition failed

Boiler has tried to fire and failed to light correctly. Check
combustion chamber temperature (>150⁰C) and oxygen sensor.
Check hot air gun. Reset fault condition and carry out a manual
ignition.

Incoming 3 phase error

Indicates that the power supply (volts) to the boiler has fallen outside preset limits or one of the electrical phases supplying the boiler has changed.
Boiler shuts down immediately and a manual ignition is required.

Last power cycle fault

Boiler was locked out with a fault showing prior to a power failure. Reset faults on alarm screens. Boiler should re fire.

Limit thermostat trip

Boiler water temperature has exceeded 95⁰C (or the setting
mounted within the stat). Indicates circulation issue or pumps
failure, or power interruption during boiler modulation.
Boiler will shut down. Investigate circulation issues.
Thermostat needs to be manually re set – by pressing the reset
button on the stat - before the boiler can be restarted.

Low oxygen

This indicates poor combustion conditions when the boiler is
running and will force the boiler to shut down. Remove Oxygen
sensor and check calibration. Check ID fan belts for damage.
Check the fuel and combustion chamber, clear any clinker or ash
that might be preventing air and fuel mixing.

Low water level
Low water pressure
Major / Minor service required

Flashes as a warning. Does not stop the boiler running. To
remind OPERATOR to arrange boiler service.
Must be re set in Service (cog icon).

Manual ignition required

Boiler has not been allowed to shut down correctly. Other faults
will also be indicated. The automatic boiler restart function is
disabled and the OPERATOR must restart the boiler following the
manual ignition procedures. Once the boiler is re fired the fault
condition will clear.
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Appendix - E

Operating, Cleaning and Fault - Finding Procedures

Alarm Description

Possible Causes/ Suggested Actions

Modulation flame failed

Indicates that the boiler has stopped unexpectedly during operation.
Possibly running out fuel during operation or issue with the combustion
chamber temperature sensor or oxygen sensor. Clear fault and reset.
Manual ignition required.

Oxygen pid error

Oxygen control parameters incorrectly set or PLC fault. Boiler will shut
down.

Oxygen sensor error

Faulty sensor or connection. Boiler shuts down.

Pick-up (1) or (2) run time exceeded

Indicates that the selected pick up has not delivered fuel from the bunker
within the time allowed. Normally the boiler will stop running if it is starved
of fuel.
Check that fuel store has not run empty. Check for Pick-up problems,
check fuel has not bridged in the transfer box.
Pick-up will require a manual prime to re set.

Pick-up (1,2) trip

Indicates that the overload to the respective motor has tripped. Could
starve boiler of fuel and lead to a critical fuel failure. Boiler may continue
to run if there is a multiple pick-up arrangement. Probable causes would
be auger/motor jam, a faulty motor, incorrectly set overload, faulty motor
contactor/overload, loose cable terminations.

Pre purge failed

Boiler start up interrupted. Re set fault and retry boiler start. Manual ignition required.

Return sensor failed

Faulty water temperature sensor or connection.

Return valve pid error

3-port valve control parameters incorrectly set or PLC fault.

Shunt pump (1,2) flow failed
(boiler circulating pump)

Where fitted indicates pump (1,2) failure, should switch to stand-by. Critical pump failure with no boiler circulation (see above).

Shunt pump (1,2) trip
(boiler circulating pump)

Indicates that the overload to the respective pump has tripped. Probable
causes would be motor jam, a faulty motor, incorrectly set overload, faulty
motor contactor/overload, loose cable terminations.

System pump (1,2) flow failed

Where fitted (duty/stand-By) indicates pump (1,2) failure, should switch to
stand-by. Only applicable if boiler controls the pumped circulation to the
system.

System pump (1,2) trip

Indicates that the overload to the respective pump has tripped. Only applicable if boiler controls the pumped circulation to the system.

Shutdown failed

Boiler firing interrupted unexpectedly – often caused by power failure or
brief power interruption. Boiler will attempt to restart but if a further interruption occurs before boiler reaches modulation then fault will not clear.
Manual ignition required.

Transfer Box proximity top sensor trip

Boiler shuts down. Indicates that the transfer box has overfilled with
pellets. Check and clear if this is the case, the fuel may have bridged. Or
there is a potential issue with the proximity sensor, cabling or connection
to the sensor. Reset and check sensor and connections.

Water dump level low

Water level in the water dousing level bottle fitted to the conveyor auger
has dropped, activating the float switch within the bottle. Boiler shuts
down. Refill the water douse bottle with water, reset the fault and restart
the boiler.
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Appendix - F

Boiler Cleaning Frequency

As indicated the STU boiler needs manual intervention to remove ash from both the combustion chamber and the heat exchanger tubes.
Such intervention will ensure that a satisfactory operating efficiency is achieved along with uninterrupted combustion control.
Details of how to carry out the required cleaning can be found on pages 43-44 in this manual but the following will need to be carried out to ensure
satisfactory operation.

STU Model
Fuel Between Clean
		
(Tonnes)

Semi-Continuous Operation(1)
Space Heating
(Weeks)

195

9

4-5

250

9

4-5

300

15

4-5

350

20

4-5

425

22

4-5

500

25

4-5

600

40

4-5

800

60

4-5

975

60

4-5

(1)
(2)

Semi Continuous operation typically 5 days per week 8-10 hours per day.
Please note for process loads with continuous operation the frequency of boiler cleaning should be adjusted to suit the
associated load pattern and the fuel consumed.
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Appendix - G

STU with no ash auger and no ash bin

The STU boiler range has a de-ashing auger mounted across the combustion chamber just behind the boiler door, with ash being transferred into a
small bin mounted on the side of the boiler.
It is possible to have the boiler supplied and installed without this auger and the bin fitted. In this instance it is necessary to remove all the ash, dust
and debris from the boiler via the boiler door or via the clean out door on the smoke box.
Where the ash auger and bin are not fitted it is possible to follow the general cleaning procedures as set out on pages 44- 46 of this manual (Ash
Removal and Cleaning), however additional care must be taken when removing any hot material from the boiler. IMPORTANT Ash removed via the
front door must be collected into a fire resistant bin or container, and should be stored in such a way that it cannot re- ignite.

Appendix - H

Motorised Burnback Protection Damper Cleaning

Supplementary Instructions to be read in conjunction with the STU (195-975) boiler Operating and Maintenance Manual
Located on the top of the transfer box – between the pick-up and the conveyor augers – there is a motorised burnback protection damper. This
damper closes when the boiler is switched off or if the boiler goes to a fault condition. In limited circumstances it is possible for dust to collect within
the transfer box which can affect the operation of this damper and it should therefore be checked and cleaned as part of the routine service of the
boiler or more frequently if required.
To clean this area:
1.
If the boiler is running switch off by putting the boiler mode switch to position ‘0’.
2.
This will initiate a boiler shut down and if the boiler is warm it should be allowed to cool before isolating the power supply.
3.
Isolate the boiler power supply on the control panel of the boiler and padlock off.
4.
IMPORTANT before removing any of the inspection hatches on the transfer box the boiler MUST be isolated.
5.
Remove the three inspection hatches on the front and the side of the transfer box by undoing 4xM10 bolts.
6.
The fire damper will be in the closed position. Use the brush provided to sweep and clean all dust from the hinged area and from the
around the top of the transfer box. Take care not to disturb the proximity switches which are mounted beneath the inspection hatches.
(Note it is possible to open the damper manually using the Allen key fastened to the actuator motor and winding against the spring closing action this allows access to the top part of the hinge if required).
7.
Re fit the inspection hatches on the transfer boxes taking care not to allow any foreign object or tools to fall into the bottom of the transfer
box.
8.
On the hinge to the flap there are two grease nipples on either side of the box. Grease should be applied to both on a monthly basis.
(note it may be necessary to remove the bolt and spacer adjacent to the actuator motor to access the nipple on this side of the transfer box. See
photos below).
IMPORTANT – The above procedure should only be carried out by suitably trained and authorised personnel.
Before gaining access into the transfer box the boiler control panel mains isolator must be isolated and padlocked off. A suitable Permit to Work
should be put in place by the end user.
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